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Subject: BWROG COMMENTS ON NUREG-1022 REVISION 1 (SECOND DRAFT)1

f

The BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the'
second draft of NUREG-1022 Revision 1, " Event Reporting Guidelines,10CFR' 50.72 and 50.73"

L (59 Federal Register 5614, February 7,1994). '

The BWROG shares a common goal with the NRC to provide reporting guidance that promotes -

consistent reporting and addresses the issues identified in the 1989 Regulatory Impact Survey,,

- (namely, inconsistent application of reporting requiremenis, and informal lowering of reporting
.

. thresholds). It is apparent from our review that the NRC has devoted considerable time and effort to "
address the public comments on the first draft ofNUREG-1022 Revision 1,: The second draft -
represents a substantial improvement over the first draft and in most aspects is satisfactory.

During our review, the BWROG has had individuals with a great deal of knowledge and experience '

,

in applying the reporting rules incorporate their expertise in the BWROG comments. |Provided ,

below are general comments on the draft NUREG. Attached are specific comments including mark- :
'

ups of the draft NUREG.-

Voluntary Reporting

'

The BWROG recognizes that voluntary licensee event reports (LERs) are acceptable and.
.

encouraged by the NRC. Indeed, voluntary LERs have long been a part of the LER process (see the -
.

Statement of Considerations for 10 CFR 50.73). The industry has submitted and will continue to
submit voluntary LERs in appropriate situations, especially if the information may be of safety . !

significance to the rest of the industry. It is proper for the draft NUREG to | discus's voluntary :
reporting within the context of the existing rules, and the discussion in the Foreword 'and in Section -
2.9 clearly communicates the NRC's encouragement of continued voluntary reporting. These

.
,

sections also provide adequate guidance and applicable reporting criteria. However, we are
concerned that the specific discussions ofwhat the Staff" requests" be voluntarily reported, in
particular the discussion m Section 3.3.2, suggest that such reporting, though " voluntary", is

,

iexpected;

The BWROG recognizes the Staffs interest in voluntary reporting of certain systems not iden' tified as
engineered safety features for all plants. 3However, some plants may choose to submit a voluntary -

'
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LER, in this or other contexts, whereas others may legitimately decide otherwise. We are therefore
concemed that the~ goal of eliminating informal lowering of reporting thresholds may not be achieved -
through this guidance in the NUREG. It is recommended, as reflected in the Foreword and Section
2.9, that utilities continut to provide voluntary reports based primarily on theirjudgment as to the
safety significance of the event and the potential benefits of sharing important operating experience.
Specific references to voluntary reporting outside of these generic discussions should be eliminated.
Related comments are provided in the mark-up.

Operatina Plant in a Dearaded or Unanalyzed Condition

Some aspects of the discussion in Section 3.2.4 do not provide the detail needed to properly apply
this reporting criterion. For example, the quotation from the Statement of Considerations in part (2)
on pages 36-37 does not ofitself provide a sufficient level ofguidance. Part (3) on page 37, while
based on the defmition of" design basis" with respect to systems, structures and components as
provided in 10 CFR 50.2, also needs additional detail regarding the application of that definition
toward overall plant conditions. These sections should be revised before the NUREG is issued.

Summary

The BWROG reiterates its appreciation for the Staffs efforts to date and the degree to which the
NRC has involved the public in the preparation of the proposed NUREG revision. _ Notwithstanding
the apparent extent of our comments in the mark-up, we believe that a guidance document that
satis 6es our mutual goals is within reach.

Please contact either Henry Hegrat (BWROG LER Committee Chairman, 216-280-5606), Bill Zarbis
(GE, BWROG Projects, 408-925-5070) or the undersigned ifyou have any questions.

The comments / positions provided in this letter have been endorsed by a substantial number of the
members of the BWROG; however, they should not be interpreted as a commitment by any -
individual member to a specific course of action. Each member must formally endorse the BWROG
position for that position to become that member's position.

Very truly yours,

f ban k -

L. A. England, Chaimian
BWR Owners' Group

WAZ/LAE/waz
Attachments

cc: R. A. Pinelli, BWROG Vice Chairman J. Eaton, NEI
BWROG Primary Representatives W. A. Horin, W' ston & Strawnm

BWROG LER Committee S. J. Stark, GE

b
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' EXPLANATION OF BWROG COMMENTS ,

The draft NUREG revision has been marked-up to reflect specific changes recommended by the
- BWROG. Each mark-up is numbered to provide a cross-reference to the discussion below.
Typographical errors noted during the BWROG review are indicated in the draft NUREG with an -
"X"

(1) Pageix

The additional guidance regarding non-enforceability of voluntary reports should be

L provided to licensees as well as the Staff, to provide a ready reference.

(2) Pages xi and 2

A change to the draft NUREG is not required, but it should be noted that the 1990 survey
identified other issues to be addressed that are not resolved by the draft NUREG revision.
Additional reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden needs to be addressed through
rulemaking initiatives.

(3) Page 12

Clarification. It may not always be possible to report 111 failures within 30 days in one
LER (for example, in the worst case, suppose an apparently related failure occurs on day
29 of the reporting period -it would not be possible to complete the necessary evaluations

in time to include it in the same LER).

(4) Page 12

Clarification. Such discrepancies are not necessarily reponed but are evaluated for
reportability.

(5) Page 12

The BWROG recognizes the Staffs interest in voluntary reporting of certain systems not
identified as engineered safety features for all plants. However, some plants may choose

'

to submit a voluntary LER,' in this or other contexts, whereas others may legitimately
decide otherwise. It is recommended, as reflected in the Foreword and Section 2.9, that
utilities continue to provide voluntary reports based primarily on theirjudgment 'as to the
safety significance of the event and the potential benefits of sharing important operating
experience. ' Specific references to voluntary reporting outside of these generic discussions
should be eliminated.



-(6) , Pages 13 and 14

This section should be deleted from Section 2.7. Section 2 addresses various aspects of
reporting issues which, in all other cases, are general in nature and do not address the
reportability of a specific event. As such, the reportability of a specific technical issue is

~

not appropriate in this section. If necessary, these discussions would be properly
addressed in the appropriate subsection (s) of Section 3 for the relevant reporting criterion

(criteria).

(7) Page 15

The changes make the text consistent with the information in pages 98 and 102.

(8) Pages 16 and 17

Clarification. The recommended changes provide the same guidance but in a more logical -
and concise manner.

(9) Page 24 and 25

Whether or not the plant is restarted or returns to power is not part of process for
determining reportability.

(10) Pages 25 and in other places throughout the draft NUREG

As noted by the NRC, Revision 1 ofNUREG-1022, when issued, will repitce NUREG-
1022 and its Supplements 1 and 2. The purpose ofRevision 1, as also stated by the NRC,
is to provide a single reference document for reporting guidelines. Thus any references to
NUREG-1022 and its Supplements 1 and 2 should not be included in Revision 1.

(11) Page 28

The paragraph should be deleted because it does not provide reporting guidance, but
instead provides discussion of how to comply with Technical Specifications (TS).

(12) Page 28

The sentence as written provides a too brief summary of Section 2.7, and should be
replaced with a reference to Section 2.7 to ensure the complete guidance is understood
and applied.

(13) Page 28

Clarification.
,
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*

., .. .
..

. . .. .. .. . , . . . . .
w

RA
. The recommended changes provide additional clarification that is' needed.: As written; thel

guidarce p' ovided is confusing and does not provide the needed clarification regarding : .r
*

-
- ? reportability of administrative TS violations. '

' '

' -

'

. (15) Page 29f .

n
i'

- This paragraph pertains to discussion of an example, and as such does'not belong here5
The example is also confusing. For instance, on page 29 the first paragraph under (5);> ,

.

- describes the required number ofpersonnel on shift as an administrative item,'and thef . ' ,
~

second paragraph states that administrative items are not reportable.4 However, the second :. . g
'

'

paragraph also states that this condition is reportable..
' m''

. _

w

'(16) Page 29 -,

.

'

The sections referenced appear to be incorrect. The proper sections of 10 CFR 20 should '. <

g
be referenced."

.

x ,

p.

(17) Page 31

'i

"
The guidance is very clear on this subject and so the example is not needed; ,

,

' (18) 'Page 311

The discussion and examples provided in these paragraphs provide inadequate guidaSce ;
for a licensee to' determine reportability of an administrative Technical Specification : .

violation.-
' ' '

'

;

(19) Page 35 g

The change is recommended to clarify that loss of a single valve by itself does not result in-

loss of the containment isolation o.r' main steam isolstion function. The redundant isolation
'

.

valve must also be affected for the isolation function to be lost. - ..

-

:

(20) .Page 35
_

The information deleted is redundant, because satisfaction ofIWB-3600 ~ assures

. satisfaction ofIWB-3410-1.
'

W
~ (21) .-Page 36

.

- The paragraph as written is too broad and should be deleted. : As statsd, it appears that the;
loss of one isolation valve on a line would have to be reported, even if the isolation;

i-

1 i
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L function is not lost. The example also does not result in the plant being " seriously
,

degraded" as stated in the rule.

L: (22) Pages 36 and 37

This section needs to be rewritten, as it is only a restatement of the Statement of-
Considerations and thus does not provide any additional guidance on determining
reportability. The information provided does not provide the necessary level of guidance.

(23) Page 37

This section needs to be revised. While based on the definition of" design basis" with
respect to systems, structures and components as provided in 10 CFR 50.2, it d_oes not -
provide adequate detail regarding the application of that definition toward overall plant
conditions.

To define ' design basis of the plant," the definition of" design basis" from 10 CFR 50.2
should be applied to the plant level. Meeting the design basis of the plant means staying
within the design basis of the principle safety barriers. The specific safety function '
pedormed by these principle safety barriers is the protection of public health and safety by
limiting the release of radioactive material. The controlling parameter for each of the
principle safety barriers is contained in each plant's Safety Analysis Report (SAR). Typical
parameters may include:

offsite dose; 7-

fuel clad temperature;-

fuel clad oxidation;-

hydrogen generation;-

core geometry;.-

primary containment integrity; and-

reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity.-

The specific value or range of values chosen for each controlling parameter along with
final verification of principle safety barrier performance is contained in each plant's SAR.

R(24) . Page 37

Clarification. The recommended change clearly establishes that the train cannot perform
its design function as stated in the preceding sentence.

(25) Page 41

The examples in Section 3.2.5 provide the necessary information and the reference to
Section 3.2.8 is not needed. In addition, the definition of the phrase in Section 3.2.8 is not

,

.
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applicable to external threats (for example, it refers to protective clothing and radiation
work permits, which are not pertinent to external threats).

~(26) Page 47

The recommended change provides agreement with the 8-hour criterion stated in the -
second full paragraph on page 47.

(27) Page 49

The references to specific time periods should not be stated here, because it implies a -
threshold of what is or is not acceptable. Insteal, a general discussion should be provided -

'

of what is an acceptable period of time.

(28) Page 51

Using protective clothing or processing a radiation work permit do not constitute -

_

significant hampering.

(29) Page 51

The rule addresses only events which actually hampered site personnel, and hence the
guidance should not address hypothetical occurrences.

(30) Page 52

The discussion indicating that control room fires that involve "any effect on plant systems"
are reportable is too broad.

(31) Page 52

The guidance is confusing, because donning respiratory equipment may be simply a
precautionary measure and thus should not be the factor for determining reportability

(32) Page 54

The recommended changes provide the detail needed for proper guidance for determining -
reportability of similar occurrences.'

(33) Page 56

While not included in the rule, the addition of"or" clarifies the meaning of the rule when ,

stated in this format.



(34) Pages 57 and 61

A diesel generator is not an ESF at all plants and for those plants the reporting
requirements are not applicable to actuations of the diesel' generator.

(35) Pages 58 and 63

Use of the word " evolution" is substituted for consistency with other parts of Section
3.3.2.

(36) ' Pages 58 and 63

Other acceptable means of documenting and communicating planned ESF actuations exist
and have been used.

_ (37) Page 58
>

Clarification.

(38) Page 59

Voluntary reporting is already adequately addressed in Section 2.9, and so it is not
necessary to specifically discuss it in Section 3.3.2. The discussion is Section 2.9 is
applicable to all of the sections of this reporting guidance. The BWROG is aware of the
NRC's special interest in voluntary reporting as it applies to Section 3.3.2, but believes
that if the guidance specifically addresses voluntary reporting of certain items, a precedent -

,

will be set that in essence establishes a requirement for future reporting. Thus the_
discussion in Section 3.3.2 should be deleted, and it is better to explore other existing
means ofobtaining the desired information.

(39) Pages 60 and 64

Table 2 and its references should be deleted fiom the guidance. The systems listed in -
Table 2 are not consistent with the definition'ofESF provided in NUREG-0800. To base
the inclusion of certain systems in Table 2 because in the past some licensees have'
reported them under this criterion inappropriately lowers the reporting threshold without
proper consideration of the circumstances that led to the reports.

(40)- Page 60

Clarification. The recommended change makes the example correct and concise.

(41) Page 60

Clarification. As written, the guidance is confusing,

,

M'
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(42) . Page 61

Clarification.' The recommended change properly emphasizes that a component actuation
is not necessarily reportable under this criterion. _

- (43) Page 63

Editorial.

-(44) Page 64 ,

It is recommended that Table 2 be deleted. If not, the recommended changes are needed
to eliminate confusion. The identified portions of the table have no clear meaning.

(45) Page 64

Only the low pressure coolant injection mode of the residual heat systen part of the -
ECCS, and the recommended change makes this distinction.

' (46) Page 64

The " fan cooler system" is not part of the BWR.

(47) Page 66

The recommended change is consistent with the statement of the rule, which specifically
states " structures or systems." As noted in the fourth full paragraph on page 66, it is not
necessary to assume an additional single failure, and therefore loss the loss of only a single
train would not prevent the system from fulfdling its safety function. This change also~~ '

makes the guidance consistent with the Statement of Considerations quoted on page 67,
which address functional capability, and the guidance provided at the top of page 68.

(48) Pages 70 through 78

In this section, it is important for each example to identify which aspect of the reporting
criterion applies (see examples 9 and 10).

(49) Page 71

The exsmples improperly conclude that all systems contained in Technical Specifications
perform the safety functions specified under this part of the rule. A significant number of
Technical Specification functions are not required to shutdown the reactor, remove
residual heat, control the release of radioactive material, or mitigate the consequences of
an accident.

,
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(50) . Page 75

The recommended change makes this aspect of the example consistent with the reporting -
criterion.

(51) Page 75

The example is confusing. Adequate guidance addressing this event is already provided .
on page 67 (second paragraph of the Statement of Considerations).

(52) Page 76

Clarification. The recommended changes provide the needed guidance while removing the
ambiguity of the use of the word " operable" in the example.

(53) Page 77

The example is confusing because it overlaps with the reporting criteria of 10 CFR Part
21.

(54) Page 77

The current example is confusing and should be replaced with the exangle provided.' +

(55) Page 79

The highlighted defmition of" common cause failures" is too general, and the addition
shown is recommended.

(56) Pages 83 and 84

The underlining should be added as in previous sections.

(57) Page 88

As stated, the guidance would make the licensee responsible for making a judgment
regarding media interest that nmy be beyond the licensee's control and experience. L The
licensee is better equipped to makejudgments on safety significance and notify the NRC
on that basis.

(58) Page 88

The information deleted is already addressed by the fourth bullet on the top ofpage 88.
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. J' |(59) Page 89 - ;

P',,'
'

The example should be deleted beanaa it is not consistent with' the language and intent of -
. .

'

.c . , . . . . . .

)m - the rulef A small fire does not relate to the health and safety of on-site personnel.L' *
.

L

"'

E(60) ' Page 101. y;<> >

e ,

, . ; Saturday is also not a normal working day and is in the same category of Sundays. and . % .

holidays. The change is also consistent with the language of 10 CFR'50.4(d).
"

4'
<.

1 ,

n

|(61) "Page 103. q'

;
_

,

a
<

, - . . , . .. 4 . . . ,

'

: A revised LER should not be required simply to note a change in the criterion used for;,<

' determining reportability. ' Use of a revised LER should be reserved for presenting new or |
,'. :g"

significant changes. ' Determination of the reporting criterion applicable can be a subjective s^

decision and a revised LER should not be required if thAt decision is' changed.' ;
. ,,

' "'

(62) Page 115
M

'

The recommended change 'makes the guidance consistent with ' he rule and is also't
; consistent with the guidance provided on page 123. aq'

r

h(63) ~ .Page 116. - -

- The sentence provides a conclurlon, and as such it is not appropriate to include it'as
~ *

,
'

guidance.

I(64) . Page 118 '

The forms are not two-sided. . j
'

.
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FOREWORD

This second drbft of Revision 1 to NUREG-1022 is a result of considerable
effort, on.the part of NRC staff and public commenters, aimed at developing
sound and useful reporting guidance within the scope of the existing reporting
rules. It accommodates many, but not all of the comments that were provided
by industry and staff. .

The principles that underlie the existing rule and revised guidance are:

1. Report emergency conditions to State and local authorities and the NRC
as quickly as possible-to facilitate response and support.

2. Report plant-specific safety matters to facilitate NRC followup of-

corrective actions.

3. Report matters that may benefit other utilities, so that they can learn
from the experience.

Consideration of these principles led to rejection of an industry comment
which opposed guidance for " voluntary reporting." Based on the comments,
certain specific guidance has been deleted. However,'because'a rule and'
guidance cannot foresee every circumstance it is important to articulate an
industry and regulatory responsibility to report matters that may benefit
health, safety, and security. In doing so, the NRC staff clearly understands
the difference between an enforceable legal requirement and a matter of
voluntary reporting. In order to underscore this point, :dditional-guidance
will be provided to$the NRC staff regarding the non-enforceability of-
voluntary reports if and when the guidance contained in this Revision 1 -

,

t

becomes final . g- -g ~(Q
'

~

*

The NRC staff provided comments strongly supporting the need for added
guidance on reporting human performance aspects'of events and conditions.
Although the statement of considerations for 50.73 specifically addresses
reporting of causes and human errors, the suggested guidance went beyond
existing requirements. Since a better understanding of the impact of-human
performance upon risk is.the remaining frontier, it is anticipated that-
improvements in collection and analysis of data related to' human performance
must occur. However, further development is needed which is outside the scope ~ 4

of this reporting guidance document. ;

I

~ i
.

|

Second Draft,
i x NUREG-1022, Rev. 1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Two of the many elements contributing to the safety of nuclear power are
J emergency response and the feedback of operating experience into plant'

operations. These are achieved partly by the licensee event reporting-'

requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Sections
50.72 and 50.73 (10 CFR 50.73), which became effective on January 1, 1984.
Section 50.72 provides for immediate notification requirements via 'the.
emergency notification system (ENS) and Section 50.73 provides for 30-' day
written licensee event. reports (LER).

The information reported under 10 CFR 50.-72 and.50.73 is used.by the NRC. staff
in responding to emergencies, monitoring ongoing events, confirming licensing ~~

bases, studying potentially generic safety p oblems, assessing trends and
patterns of operational experience, monitoring performance, identifying.
precursors of more significant events, and providing operational. experience to
the industry.

- Experience has shown that the threshold of reporting has not been consistently (g
'

implemented and some problems exist with the interpretation of the guidelines
and definitions. A 1990 survey on the effect of NRC regulation on nuclear
power plant activities and subsequent event reporting workshops also indicated-
a need for further guidance on the two reporting rules.

Therefore, the NRC staff prepared NUREG-1022, Revision 1, which clarifies
implementation of the existing 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 rules and consolidates
important NRC reporting guidelines into one reference document. The- R

clarifications include major editing of the' previous guidelines. . The document.
is structured to assist licensees in achieving prompt.and complete reporting
of specified events and conditions. The revised guidelines are not expected
to result in a significant change -in the annual industry-wide total numbers -
for ENS notifications and LERs. The effect on individual licensees''is
expected to vary.

LThe document addresses general issues of reporting that have not been1

consistently applied and covers such diverse subjects as engineering; judgment,
multiple failures and related events, deficiencies discovered during; licensee-
engineering reviews, and human performance issues. The guidelines for.
specific reporting criteria have been enhanced by improved discussions of .

concepts, thresholds, and illustrative examples; . definitions of-' key terms and-
phrases; and original ENS guidelines for some criteria' that were not;'

' previously addressed. A new section'has been'added that discusses ENS.
communications and-methods, voluntary reporting, retraction of reports,

;

Second Draft,.
xi NUREG-1022,-Rev.'1
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its root causes, safety assessments, and corrective actions are available, to
permit NRC engineering analyses and studies.

Some reporting guidance for 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 was contained in the.
Statements of Considerations for the rules. More detailed guidelines and
examples of reportable events were developed and issued.in NUREG-1022 and its
Supplements 1 and 2. The intent of these publications was to achieve complete
reporting ~of specified events and conditions. Subsequently, additional
interpretations and directions on certain subjects have been issued in NRC-t

bulletins, information notices, and generic letters.

1.2 Reportino Guidelines and Industry Experience

Event reporting under these rules since 1984 has contributed significantly to
focusing the attention of the NRC and-the nuclear industry on the lessons-
learned from operating experience to improve reactor safety. In the mid-
1980's, decreasing trends in the number of reactor transients and in the
number of significant events and improvements.in reactor safety system
performance were noticeable. Since 1989, these trends have leveled off as'-
fewer plants were on a learning curve and industry completed improvements that
have a high return in safety performance. While the more obvious lessons have
been extracted from operating experience, more analyses need to be performed
and new efforts need to be developed to extract further lessons from
operational data.

'

The operational experience submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73
is publicly available and has been used by other organizations in ways that
are most often beneficial to nuclear safety. However, uses in areas that.were
unintended, such as in prudency and reasonableness hearings, in statistical.
presentations and comparisons of reporting rates without regard to or.
inclusion of a technical analysis of the safety significance of the events,
can lead to unwarranted impressions of safety performance. In such uses,
there has been a tendency to only count the number of reported' events without
assessing their individual safety significance. Such misuses could result in
licensees adopting a more restrictive reporting threshold in order to reduce
the number of reportable events, although the Commission's requirement for a
low threshold has not changed. This can'be counterproductive to the purpose
of these rules.

Experience has shown that the threshold of reporting, as well as other areas
of the reporting rules, has not been consistently implemented. 'Some problems.

have been incurred in such areas as interpretation of the guidelines and
definitions, timeliness of reporting, reporting ~of generic concerns,
engineering judgment, and reporting of deficiencies found during . design .r

reviews. These problems, as well as a 1990 survey on the~ effect of NRC :J.3J
regulation on nuclear power plant activities and subsequent event reporting'

-

workshops, identified the need for further guidelines on the' two reporting
rules.

Second Draft,
2 NUREG-1022, Rev. 1
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For an outage that lasts longer 1 han 30 days, such as 60 days, similar events.
that are part of the same activity or test program and are therefore related
may be reported as a single LER. dfteport 3M failures that occurred within the N
first 30 days of discovery of the first failurn on one LER. State in the'LER
text that a supplement to the LER will be submitted when the test is
completed. Include all the failures, including those reported in the original
LER, in the revised LER (i.e., the revised LER should, stand alone).

Generally, LERs are intended to address specific events and plant conditions.
Thus, unrelated events or conditions should not be. reported in one LER. Also,
an LER revision should not be used to report subsequent failures of the same
or like components that-are the result of a different cause'or for separate
events or activities.
Unrelated failures or events should be reported as separate ENS notifications
to be given unique ENS numbers by the NRC. However, multiple. ENS
notifications may be addressed .in a single telephone call.

2.4 Deficiencies Discovered Durina Desian-Bases Documentation Reviews.
Safety System Functional Inspections, and Other Licensee Enaineerina
Reviews

As indicated in NUREG-1397, "An Assessment of Design Control: Practices and
Design Reconstitution Programs in the Nuclear Power Industry," February 1991,

~

Section 4.3.2, the reporting requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.9, 50.72, and
50.73 apply equally.to discrepancies discovered during design document-
reconstitution (DDR) programs, design-basesdocumentationreviaws(DBDRs),and
other similar engineering reviews. There is no basis for treating-

discrepancies discovered during such reviews differently from any.other ;

reportable item.E vo,lu.nh e h o f Irt p WhNlb .d .

.

Licensees should handle m pm 6 6 suspected but unsubstantiated discrepancies
discovered during such a review program in the same manner as other
potentially reportable items. See Section 2.11 for discussion of reporting
time limits and. discovery dates.

2.5 Enaineered Safety Features Actuations

There is no standard definition of what constitutes an engineered safety.
feature. The reporting criterion was based on;each plant having' defined
systems.as ESF (e.g.,mps sm'=s final safety analysis report (FSAR)x.). 4fr- Q$s)

in the plant f
:wi= m w w = e=<sw.n. n z er ~w w w w.s w enne F ~" T m~Ma M & n csa m &:.;,,,,..,s. u .s m .......

I
@ 55 d N5553 M d $ h i ( h " SE E 5eSU SIfi 1 2*i57 5 NS5i
discussion of~this matter.

2.6. Events'and ' Conditions In'itially Discussed with the NRC Staff or'

Identified by NRC Inspections

Some licensees-personne1' have erroneously believed that if a reportable event
or condition had been discussed with the resident inspector or other NRC

Second Draft,
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staff, there was no need to report.under 10 CFR'50.72 and 50.73 because th'e !

~ NRC was aware of the situati.on. Some licensee personnel havefalso expressed a:
s

similar understanding for cases:in which the NRC Lstaff; identified a reportable i

event or condition >to.the licensee via. inspection or_ assessment activities..
Such means of.~ reporting do not; satisfy 10 CFR 50.72-and 50.73. The,,
requirement is to report to the ENS''and LER systems events or: conditions-

.

*meeting the criteria stated in the rules.-

2.7 Multiple Component Failures

h There have been cases'in which licensees have not reported multiple, '!
sequentially discovered failures._of. systems or components _ occurring during". O.

planned testing. This situation was identified as- a generic concern on April
13,.1985,- in NRC Information Notice (IN) 85-27, "NotificationsLto the NRC. 9<

Operations Center and Reporting Events in Licensee Event Reports," regarding' .j
the reportability of multiple events in accordanceiwith-fs50.72(b)(2)(iii) and- '

50.73(a)(2)(v)'(event or_ condition that alone could prevent fulfillment off a:
safety function). (This reporting criterion is discussed in Section 3.3.3.of L:1
this report.] '

tl

IN 85-27 described mult_iple failures _of a reactor protection system.during
.

control rod insertion testing of a reactor at power. . One of the control rods
stuck. Subsequent testing -identified 3 additional rods that would_ not insert ,

(scram) into the core and 11' control rods that had an initial hesitation- :|-

before insertion. The licensee considered each failure as a single random- ''

. failure; thus each was. determined not.to be reportable. ' Subsequent
assessments indicated that the instrument air system,.which was:to be; oil-
free, was: contaminated with oil that was causing the scram ' solenoid valves to <

fail.. While the failure _ of a single rod to insert.may not cause a reasonable
doubt' that other rods would fail to insert, the. failure of more than one rod
does cause a reasonable doubt that other rods could be affected, .thus
affecting the safety function:of the rods.

A single component failure in_ a safety system is- reportable if it is
,

=

' determined that the failure mechanism could_ reasonably be ' expected to occurcin
C one or more redundant components and thereby prevent. fulfillment- of the -

system's safety function. In addition, as indicated in-IN 85-27,Lmultiple.
failures of redundant components of.a safety system are sufficientEreason to
expect that'the-failure mechanism, even though-not known,'could prevent the
fulfillment of the safety function.

Relief Valve Testino '

L When performing per surveillance tests of safety o f,valv'es it is
'

L not uncommon to find more e valve to be g outside:of the TS-
allowed tolerance band, which is- ty s or minus<1 percent. }

IfinstTFiji6Etib1Eshair '

condit.tohthattaloni .s!r rNenp)fulf t11m?iiGQ50:(2 ROT) 6Wsf2abafat x' V)}(iVihtis?
stT . i s1.ibetroportabletsndir 2 .

'6n] @hRe
situation 1

b~e~deWthi~^sx TGKEe"6f"siiid11F^~d '$50i73(s&sninc]esH{.vii) commoncausyf W1u ' liilir
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bdependent valves is a good indication that the discrepancies prnbably arose
'

from common cause. This common cause failure criterion is discussed in
Sectio 3.3.4 of this report.

An example 'nvolved the sequential testing of main steam safety val s. Of
the 20 valve tested,17 were out of tolerance (13 with set point above the-
technical spec ication by as much as 4 percent). The licensee nitially did

not report this ndition because it believed the valves.coul fulfill their.
safety function be use no safety relief valve set pressure xceeded 1397 psia
(110 percent of the stem design pressure). However, th icensee determined
a common-mode failure echanism was the cause for most the failures;

therefore, the conditio was reportable as a common mo failure.

This situationLalso:mayibe eportableiundurE 650!73 (2)'(f)(B)Mopersti6nor~

condition: prohibited by:TS. s discuissd in Sect' n 3.2.2 ~of this~Feport,
discrepancies found"in TS 'sur illance tests sh d be assumed to occur at the
time of the test unless there i firm evidence based on a review of relevant
information, to believe that the iscrepancy ccurred earlier. However, in
the cases of interest here, the ex tence o similar discrepancies in multiple
valves is a good indication that the isc pancies arose over a period of
time.

Depending on the significance of the isc pancies and the exercise of
engineering judgment, this situatio also be reportable under one or more
of the following sections:

1. Section 50.73(a)(2)(ii), eriously degra d, unanalyzed condition that
significantly compromis plant safety, ou ide design basis or in a
condition not covered procedures. These our criteria are discussed
in Section 3.2.4 of t is report.

2. If discovered duri operation, Section 50.72(b 1)(ii). These are the
same four criteri as above, discussed in the sam section of this
report.

3. If discovere when shut down, Section 50.72(b)(2)(i), eriously degraded
or unanalyz condition that seriously compromises plan safety. This
involves .y two of the four criteria discussed above, is-reporting
requirem t is discussed in Section 3.3.1 of this report.

Frequently, uring an outage, safety valves are removed and replace with
refurbish valves. Then the surveillance testing, on the valves tha were

s performed later in a shop or test facility. ThbMEsIjbid Me5
removed, isdiabiiVsNouldiapplyW asisppfopH.atsEt3Mhisisiteitidnk1FofasEdis'c s

c ond i tion thatfdbuld[prevenM ful fillmenti o ffi@pl antWas h dperat ing si nFsexamp e i fi thef testi resul tsiindicatet thatXthei

[reportableJas5ssch2
.

a'fety[functi#n}@tiwouldM
)
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' 2 .' 8 Human Performance issues

' Human performance often influences the outcome of nuclear power plant events.
Detrimental. personnel errors may be caused by inadequate procedures, training,
verbal communications, human engineering, quality control management, or
. supervision. A specific description of the causes and effects of human
performance as they relate to an event are to be included in.the LER pursuant
to @50.73(b)(2). See Section 5.2.l(2) of this report for further. discussion
of this matter.

2.9 Voluntary Reportina

The Statement of Considerations for 10 CFR 50.73 specifically addresses the
use of voluntary LERs.' It is stated that "... licensees are. permitted and
encouraged to report any event or condition that does not meet the criteria
conthined in @50.73(a), if the licensee believes that the event or-condition.

might be of safety significance or of generic interest or concern. Reporting
requirements aside, assurance of safe operation of all plants depends on
accurate and complete reporting by each licensee of all events.having
potential safety significance." The Commission encourages voluntary.LERs
rather than information letters or 10 CFR 50.9 oral reports to report
operational events that do not meet the criteria contained in 10 CFR 50.73.
The LER format is preferable because it provides for the information needed to
support NRC review of the event and facilitates administrative processing,
including data entry. The NRC recognizes that the number of LERs is not in
itself an accurate or appropriate measure to judge a plant's safety
performance. Voluntary reporting of LERs is further discussed.in Section
5.1.5 of this report, in addition, voluntary reporting is encouraged under 10
CFR 50.72, as discussed in Section 4.2.3 of this report.

2.10 Retraction / Cancellation of Event Reports

Licensees have expressed concerns about the counting of event reports, both
ENS notifications and LERs. The NRC staff has indicated that'its interest is
in evaluating the reported information, not in simply counting the number of
events reported. While event reports may be formally withdrawn, the staff has
often found the information _ reported useful and has maintained the information
on file with the withdrawal nota, tion. _ yk cs -f ollow-v

(Whd:A (cW.c i,s dderywtwe J n.F tte be, y eguted 5 cc,t1
If?allicenseexso; chooses an due m racf _i .: f t!-

g g a g .p.A w a,,anntN5-notificatioqmgg ek un-g y-ggg$ , %
The retractionsind5ancellhtionssarsifurtherfdish6ssedMnisectioWA4ffoWENS'

- shouldibe?comisunicatedNithithe9hM T(Exa]mple^3"in~ Sed $n"3!3T1^ ~ ' 'notificationstandiSectioniS{for!LERsiMSoundd bgicalsbnehforitheWithdrawal..'

'illustPatEs~a~cise ih & i there'w Y iound reasons for a retraction. The last i
event under Example 1 in Section .3.2 illustrates a case where the reasons
for retraction were not adequate.) rehr%4.?oQ ,

Y66t. (CtYMWsons thed b he. nn.dr. % tstttQ
48 FR 33853, July 26,1983.
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2.11 Time Limits for Reportino

10 CFR 50.72-
,

Reporting times in 10 CFR 50.72 are keyed to the occurrence of the event or
condition.

Section 50.72(a)(3) requires ENS notification of the declaration of an.

Emergency Class "...immediately after notification of the appropriate
State or local agencies and not later than one-hour after the time the
licensee declares one of the Emergency Classes."

.

Section 50.72(b)(1) requires ENS notification for specific types of-.

events and conditions "...as soon as practical and in all cases, within
one-hour of the occurrence of any of the following:...."

Section 50.72(b)(2) requires ENS notification for specific types of.

events and conditions "...as soon as practical and in all cases, within a

four hours of the occurrence of any of the following:...."
" "

10 CFR 50.73

10 CFR 50 3 requires submittal of an LER "within 30 days after the discovery" ,

of a r ortable event. Many reportable events are discovered when they
occur. 5:= c r , 2f the acnt M d4 w mfered at :::: htu t k- , tL J ;aum, dr y1
date i; .M:n the "eper+^Mity ch:h Ot:rt: r&r I'' CIP, 50.73.

In.ser f
- -

9 Discovery date is generally tne date when the event was discovered rather than
M W'^ the date when an evaluation of the event is completed. For example..as was

p,17 discussed in the guidance in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1, Question 14.5, if a j
technician sees a m, but a delay occurs before an engineer or supervisor
has a chance to review t e ation,.the discovery date arts the 30-

Thus, for a single;day clock) is the date that the. ician-sees em.
event or condition, it is possible to ral applicable dates:

1. The Event Date when the t actually occurr entered.in Item 5 of -

the LER)
-

2. The Dis ry Date when someone in'the plant recognizes that e event
has curred (starts the 30-day clock and should be entered in_ Item 5 ofj

.e LER (event date) if the event date cannot be clearly defined). .[
The Report Date when the LER is' submitted (entered in Item 7 of the
LER).

The prev g idance in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1, Question 14.5, also
| discussed a reporcaMLLty" date, i.e., the data "her ::meone decides or
" discovers" that the event i ^N,cau.;; ver, this'date is not used on

-

the LER form ing the reportability c o .
.

,

Second Draft,
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bhere is a significant length of time (> 30 days) between the event date
-

and eii.h s (!.) +ha discovery date or (2) the date when tha avant was
iu m dalay should be discussed indetermined to be' reportable, t -'^n

the LER text. ~

. Gene a .f
L e

|[nsomecases,suchasdiscoveryofanexistingbutpreviouslyunrecognized (3)'~
'

lWft.rt condition, it may be necessary to undertake an evaluation in order to
determine if an event or condition is reportable. .lfhN$tifeiguidsnce

O- providedQin Generic? Letter 191118;5"Informat~ionTt65Licsnsees:6RegardingitsojNRC
Inspection' Manual? Sections onlResol;utionfof Degraded!and-Nonconformingp,S Conditions ; and : on10perability,"; which) appl ies ?primarily4 t_o:Joperability .
determinationsp..is?aapropriate-forireportabil.ity0determinationsias:well # This

.

:

guidance' indicates tlat an evalbation'sho~ ldienerilly"procsed oriTHhEduleu

commensurate with the safety significance of the question. A licensee may
continue with plant operation provided there is a reasonable expectation that
the equipment in . question is operable. .Whenever this reasonable expectation
no longer exist _s, or significant doubts begin to' arise, the equipment should
be considered inoperable and appropriate actior,s, including reporting, should
be taken.Thts is p(e,a : Eve nt Da&c" khe se case s.L

.
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3.2.1 Plant Shutdown Required by Technical Specifications

.

'

950.72(b)(1)(1)(A) 550.73(a)(2)(1)(A)
., .

Licensees shall report: "The Licensees shall submit a Licensee
initiation of any nuclear plant Event Report on: "The completion of
shutdown required by the plant's any 7iclear plant shutdown required
Technical Specifications." by the plant'r Technical

Specifications."'

If not reported as an emergency under @50.72(a), licensees are required to.
report t' initiation of a plant shutdown required by TS to the NRC via the
ENS as soon as practical and in all cases within 1-hour'of the initiation of a
plant shutdown required by TS to the NRC via the ENS. If the shutdown is
completed, licensees are required to submit an LER within 30 days.

Discussion

This 50.72 reporting requirement is intended to capture those events for which
TS require the initiation of reactor shutdown to provide the NRC with early
warning of safety significant conditions serious enough to warrant that the
plant be shut down.

For s50.72 reporting purposes, the phrase " initiation of any nuclear plant
shutdown" includes the performance of any action to start reducing reactor
power to achieve a nuclear plant shutdown required by TS.

A r' educt'ionlin p'owerf for'some?6theFpsrpose!?s6ticbastithtisglihitTati6nijffaT
^

shutdown required byjTS, is;notereportableLunde|r}thi~ Teriterion;MThis's

includes reducing power only|for2thefpurposefoffrepairing[alcomponent!.

For 50.73 reporting purposes, the phrase "complation of any nuclear plant
shutdown" is defined as the point in t me during a TS required shutdown when
the plant enters the first shutdown condition required by a limiting condition Xforoperations(LCO)e.g.,hotstandby[,(Mode 3]forPWRswith.thestandard.
technical specifications (STS). For example, if at 0200 hours a plant-enters
an LC0 action statement that states, " restore the inoperable channel to
operable status within 12 hours or be in at least Hot Standby within the next '
6 hours," the plant must be shut down (i.e., at least in hot standby) by 2000
hours. An LER is required if the inoperable channel is not returned to
operable status by 2000 hours and the plant enters hot standby.

An LER is not required if a failure was or could have been k corrected before. X
a plant has completed shutdown (as discussed above) and no other criteria in '

50.73 apply. Thisincludesasituationwheretheplantisshutdownfthe .

problem is fixed. "d the C mt h eDerted before.the shutdown was required -

by TS. %d

Second Draft,
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W Examples
:

-(l) Initiation of.a TS-Required Plant Stutdown

While operating at 100-percent power, one of the battery. chargers, which
feeds a 125 Vdc vital bus, failed curing a- surveillance test. The
battery cha'rger was declared inoper able, placing the plant in'a 2-hour
LCO to return the battery charger :o an operable status or commence a
TS-required plant shutdown. Licensee personnel started reducing reactor
power to achieve a nuclear plant shutdown. required by a-TS when they
were unable to complete repairs tc, the inoperable battery charger in the
2 hours allowed. The cause of the battery charger failure was"

subsequently identified and repaired. Upon completion of surveillance
testing, the battery charger was returned to service and the TS required

g
- plant shutdown was stopped at 96-percent power. .

1

-

1The licensee made an ENS notification because of the initiation'of a'TS-
required plant shutdown An LER was not submitted under this criterion
since the failed battery charger was corrected before the plant

_

completed shutdown.

(2) Initiation and Completion of a TS-Required Plant Shutdown

During startup of a PWR plant with reactor power in the intermediate
range, two of the four reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) tripped when_tha
station power transformer supplying power, deenergized. With less than ,

!four RCPs operating, the plant entered a 1-hour LC0 to be in hot
s'tandby. Control rods were manually inserted to place the plant in a a

shutdown condition.

Tha licensee made an ENS notification because of the initiation of a TS-
required plant shutdown. An LER was submitted within 30 days because of
the completion of the TS-required plant shutdown. ;

(3) Failure that was or could have been corrected before a plant has
completed shut down.

(|of
-|

P#reie s guidant: " '"JREC- 10:2, Opph=nt i, pan.d tk felle ing
-:it e tt:n e: ,

V %::th: 1. 0-:
'

.

- What about the situation where you have seven days to fix a
component _or be shut down, but-the plant mus be shut down to fix-
Lthe component? Assume the plant shuts dowrd the' component is r .

r~::r prior to the end of the. fixed _ "d the phnt ret" m ta
seven day period. Is'that situation reportable?

Second Draft,
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'
,f

'

Answer:r

No. =lf the shutdown'was not required.Dy the Technical
Specifications, it need not be repot ted. However, Other criteria

.

in 50.73 may apply and may. require that the event be reported.

h 0).Qucht h ,1.2.

~ ' Suppose that there are seven days to:fix a problem and'it is-
h likely the problem can be fixed during this time period. However,-

the plant management. elects' to shut down and fix this problem and
other problems. I an'LER required?

' g
Answer:

h Some judgment is regiiired. An LER is not required if.the
situation could have been corrected before the plant was required
to be shut.down, and no other' criteria in'50.73 apply. The shut
down is reportable, however, if the situation could not have been,
corrected before the plant was' required to be shut down, or if

,

other criteria of 50.73 apply.
,

'<
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An LER is required if the. conditions of an LC0 are not met (e.g., by
exceeding. action statement constraints).

The LC0 allows a plant a specified time interval (referred to as the
allowed outage time) to'. accomplish corrective actions (e.g., restoration
of equipment, testing of other equipment, and/or an orderly shutdown to
either the hot- or cold-shutdown mode).

-If a condition existed for a time longer than permitted by'the TS, it
must be reported even if the condition was not discovered until after
the allowable time had elapsed and the condition was rectified
immediately upon discovery. This guidance is consistent with that
previously given. (For the purpose of this discussion, it is assumed
that there was firm evidence that a condition prohibited by TS existed
before discovery.)

'

Failure to pr'ompt19- declare?eqii;ipmentiisopedblsMan''lso41eadito ll)
violation. of- actionistate ' constraints,1w . rec reportab.lejevenlif -
the equipment inoperability"is- i

.

O allowed; outage timeh For* r

example,; such failure to prom ec% eiequipmentainoperable;could"
~

. .rtain| require , tionnsuchqasitestinglresult;inifailure to ta
redundantcequipme ticouldiai soiresultiint rohibitedlactionsP
such'as rem g redundant equipment [from;theiservice3.orimaintenance f
L _

(3) TS Surveillance Requirements

Section 50.36(c)(3) outlines surveillance requirements in TS. . For the.
purpose of evaluating the reportability of discrepancies found during TS
surveillances, an operation or condition prohibited by the TS existed
and is reportable if the time of equipment inoperability exceeded the
LCO allowed outage time. It should be assumed that the discrepancy
occurred at the time of its discovery unless there is firm evidence,
based on a review of relevant 5lnformationi to believe that the
discrepancy existed previously~(e.ggthe equipment history andTeause of
failure).

(4.cct-6 0 7 p roede s o A[scusn ow .4 WWipic Wpow*wt Mu r e s. -('

. .

.

.: Mircur: d n N:" - U cf 9i: c; port, multiple foilm o 6 mmmy

u dication of : conditier that L2: perciatcJ Tm . wnm unuu.
4.0.1

Missed surveillances are rje ortable when the surveillance (interval plusX X-g.g.h allowed surveillance inter #al extension .(e.g.g STS ,section 64,2),plus
the LLUgstatement time is exceeded. In[essenceisthistmeans;enoughttime (gg
haslel apsedithatb as e a s re sul tt ofithes mi s sed; surveill ance p a r TS
controlled; system mustibeideclared?inoperableTandithe!LC0iactiori
st'atsmintItime?has!beenfexceededilf~the~LC0~acti6n" statement"
requifsmints'are'ndt~ met, the"evint is reportable even though the-
surveillance is subsequently satisfactorily performed.
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((4)' 0'esign Features
p

. .c

@ Section 50.36(c)(4). indicates that design features toibefincluded in1TS'
m, -are t oseLfeatures of the facility;such asLmaterial' of construction |orh s '

p geometric arrangements which, if altered'or. modified,swould:haveia-
significant.effect-on safety and are'not covered:by. items'(1) through'

~

. a: _

~

A (3)-above. , ,

I Reportability' requirements related to design features aresincluded in-
other sections of 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73.

'

-(5) Administrative. Requirements, Including . Radiological. Cont' ols, Requiredr
by Section 6 of the STS, or Equivalent'

;Section'6 of the STS .or,its equivalent, has ainumber of|administratfie-
'

'

'
"

requirements: such as organizational structure, the required number:ofJ
,

personnel on shift, the maximum hours of work permitted during-a? .

<
-

specific interval of time, and the requirement to'have,? maintain,' and
implement certain specified procedures. Failiare to meet such .

administrative requirements is prohibited by;theLTS. Whether it isi _
, :

reportable as an LER depends u)on whe,ther. it results7 n a condition [ygpg' '
-

e ' i0

: \.Nq(=-

+

n .- a u. + u a co -. m ,e> .- u a u- . c + u. a u s a a s ... . ,

r:;;i c =r.t: cf TE -^:u't: :;;r:t ':r.: #-d.m td y '? , haa & IJ ''

_ __A L1

p" ' " ' - *
. . ' ''",

For. exam etoperation with less than the1requ'i : number.of people on '

shift woul constitute operation'pr . i_ted byithe1TS,_or' -

operation with a proc t'had.no en properly _ approved wouldi fl5},,-'' '

constitute operation prohibite S. :However|11f_the-requirement ' E ^
E

is only administrative and do ot:affee _ ' operation,1then an LER ;'

is not required; for;ex ,=a change.in the:pla ,
'anizational

'

structure that has een approved.~as:a1 Technical!Speci ioni
.

''

change.-
.

.

s WaitiiEiffiEf6615nt?6[iififibWThiOrer 6ftjhgeeq6f fssenf5f6ils?iiit@sthsiiistpsightfdsardWadmintifratitis(
e

mo reis ubj t anti allys aiid!morsid t ricti fmattersjf!(SeedExainplej4sbe]oM6sfaldis(usyionidf$ypicaljcaseg '~ '
'

' .
'

Radi01ogical conditions;and-' events {that -are reportable?areidefined Lin 10; ' " N' ;, [' jM'

CFR.20.403 and 20.405.(or 20;2202 and 20.2203;foh the'~new Part 20).
- Redundant reporting 11s not required.

. .
,

, '

The' proposed rule would1have' required reporting when "alTS action _ _ :3 ,

; statement is not met!" The' wording of the final ruleirequiresireporting;"Any) 7*u. -

J ? operation' or condition prohibitediby the plant's . Technical- Specifications."-
- '

W The Statements of' Consideration for the. final (r|ulelindicat Tthat this chang' 0e e :

was made to| accommodate p1 ants.thatLdidEnot have requirements; specifically.,y
. defined'as'actionfstatements (48?fR 33855, July ~ 26, 1983)~.-

~

; *

<,
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'

reportable as a LCO violation, or reportable under other provisions of the LER rule or other -:
_

'

E reporting criteria. A violation of an administrative TS, in and ofitself, does not substantially and 1
'directly affect plant operation and does not constitute a reportable conditionf t However any. .

<. .

.

,

if violations ofTS administrative requirements should be evaluated for significant effects on plant -
"

operations under internalinvestigation procedures and evaluated for applicability of other .
reporting criteria (e.g., 20.403,20.405 and 73.71). A great deal of discretion must be applied in ' ^ *

p evaluations of conditions addressed in Section 6 of the TS.
,
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a

permitted by TS, exceeded the TS surveillance interval plus the LC0
action statement times.

!
(3) EnteringSTS40.3 -

With essential ers (A) an 6 out of service, the only

remaining operable chiller ed. This condition caused the
plant to enter STS 3.0.3 f hour unt er (A) was restored to
service and the tempe re was restored to wit 1 imits. An LER is
required for thi ent because STS 3.0.3 was entered.

(4) Administrative Requirements, Including Radiological Controls, Required
by Section 6 of the STS, or Equivalent

m-- -

IIf a ntrol room is operated with less than tile required number of -Qp'
people shift or is operated with a required procedure tha has not
been prop ly approved, these operations would constitute condition or
event prohi ' ed by the TS, and as such are reportable, owever, if a

requirement is nly administrative and does not substa ially and
directly affect ant operation, then an LER is not quired.

IIfachangeinthep nt's organizational struc e is made that has not
yet been approved'as a S change, an LER is g rally not required.
However?TS violationsTm "e?[s'6bstihtfallj~aF :diiectlyiaffuctin5]pliht
operation # suchtasideldtto . ~oflaishiftyte ' iciltadvisor]p~ositionibefofd

'' '" " ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ '

NRCjapprovilQwould(:betre'por blefvi.sia .ERf ~~

Regarding radiation controls, th e vents covered by 10 CFR 20.403
(20.2202) and 20.405 (20.2203), s ld be reported under 10 CFR 50.72
and 50.73, as appropriate.

RidiFdliid?rkdiitionfEontibl' L ridifiFidW hEplintf sTidsinTsfFathTiETS,
ationfarealdoorsg..tEsuchfprocedbEsspiuchjasi

utesttoi;impleprocedureiviolationsEorrf
a. generally!hotsreportable.failureito|locklhighira

TSiresuid dipragram @ou 'ib,eic6nsid.eredf ~fthe
reakdownrinfthe;radiat Rontrollprogramfor ~Howeverba{ substantia

genera 14failurettol eJa3
reportabl,erbytthe: aff e
An3thiEekiinh 4ffinTsssntishithWs@shEFh119?notWspo ~iblsidisisiwith
overtimen > gthe0plantYadministrativelTSRsets11mitFfors eftimenorksd
(e.g|Wa' ihumisfs16t hourssid aj26hourdper16d) Rand (sMin eEinstsnce'

ofia.eTSi101atibnioedersJitii$[ slo (rsaigehers1MfailureitoihaventhbT~~not reportabibM;HoweverMags stantial
brekkdosolinithefrequiredepograp

repiredjkpgtaMould|be?considefedhpostablelbj$heMtafff ~"

(5) Missed or Deficient Tests Required by ASME Section XI IST 'and ISI, and
by STS 4.0.5, or Equivalent

Examples of reportable conditions are failures to perform required
activities within specified times for those components governed by TS.
Such activities include stroke testing valves, testing valves in the
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The.. condition of_the' nuclear, power plant;; including iti principalfsafety:
,

(1)u - barriers, being'serio'usly degraded.

$ -As indicated-in the Statements of. Considerations, this paragraph
includes material (e.g.,umetallurgical or chemical) problems that cause f
abnormal degradation of. the principal safety ' barriers (i.e., the- fuel:
cladding, reactor coolant _ system pressure' boundary, or the? containment).
Examples off this type of situation include::

(a) Fuel cladding f ailures.in the reactor, ,or in the storage pool,- ,

that _ exceed. expected values, or that are unique or widespread, .or
that.are caused by unexpected factors, and.would. involve a release;
of significant. quantities of fission products; ,

L
(b) Cracks and breaksiin the piping or reactor vessel (steelfor . .

prestressed concrete) or major. components in the primary: coolant'

circuit that.have safety relevance _-(steam' generators; reactor-
coolant pumps', valves,' etc).

'
'

r
(c) Significant welding or. material- defects in. the. primary coolant -

system.
'

(d) Serious temperature or pressure transients.

(e) Loss of relief and/or safety-valve functions;during1 operation.

(f) Loss of containment function or integrityLincluding:

(i) Containment leakage rates exceeding'the. authorized limits,
m 4

Loss of containment ' isolation ve4*e. function ~during.' tests or' hh(ii)
operation.

7
(iii) Loss of main . steam isolation wave function |during- t'est-.or.

>

operation,.or.

(iv) Loss oficontainment cooling' capability.

EkssiilisisffsehtsithatMhi?itsffM6111dR6KifdsFW5sWibTsfisi~piEtsW
.ystemicrasks%66 l#sshantTude%ruW66bpssks(thstWeinitsiW :

le~akage; nt#rektor/cbol.sritNsysteMWecool adt@%txampissibfievsntigthhttthe[lding7sr#mdedsMdefsets%1nslude'~itiffsWeldsusnWidekrop6 $nblussi
significa
items 1M%cannetsbepfoundfac'ceptibid$sndsMASME$5ectibRXIyIWBs36007 -

1h fsflisW"@hWMPTSL1sEVs,u ,itionis,uatu w. e u n w = w w w w g - % WS 3-OT.fAnti Qm wuw
:sawama=ms~.- . w - -. , _ . - .. , a u .

: V,

EKs#4i6ggit)M(@p ,
,

temperat[gelgggssgeitr{an[st)fgEGid{db@jsfff@gtWsisgigjiii
-

~
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. (i)) 9 lbWJ temperstu reioseppressursstrans tehtsjsheFs7ths|'bfessurs
"^t empe rature ! rel at i on s hi p L v i ol ate s#res s upes tempe rstu rsil imi fs^ ~ ~ ~ "

derived)ffomLAppendixsGiti@l0ffRPartiS0g

(b)"? 150bstant141?andfin~ reaiingTp6Wer31sse1NsE111ationsYiuchTas -c
~ "dccurred atRaSallesint1989%OThesejwould9have?causedsnlaut5matic

reactor tripNiffnot} preemptidiby%manualitripMandNouldihaveE
beeniireportedTesithescausetoffaitriph SInithisicass ethe' ~
s igni fi cance : oriseri ousned t Wasinot s i n sthefspeci fi cit IFitiffs
and pressurefattainedNwhichlwefelmsdestWb@?analy[thspi licitjoj

~ in
thatsthe;previouscundefstandings!and; safety ~ ~ ' sesto 'BWR

" ' ~ ' ' "~ '

stabilityfmightibejdeficien g
"

.

Anothir? type}sffdig ssdit ibnsthis stifCE6diidipiYEehb?Gbl sNdsid?biiliis M~
ofdpartliof/ainorma se6betseenithe?reacton "~ ~ ystem?andsthe"

enVironsenth'enths" react
~ '

. ventiVdsolatidnNalvesnThistcaniha '-

(valVesibitke ndMlodpfessUnisj~stes7'
^

~ ~ " ' " ' '~ ~

spenedkinadybrtently4; tsi_de[ con g t ,, oou

(2) The nuclear power plant being in an unanalyzed condition that' h -

.

significantly compromises plant safety.

As indicated in the Statements of Consideration:

"The Commission recognizes that the licensee may use engineering
judgment and experience to determine whether an unanalyzed
condition existed. It is not intended that this paragraph apply.
to minor variations in individual parameters, or to problems
concerning single pieces.of equipment. For example, at any time,
one or more safety-related components may be out of service due to
testing, maintenance, or a fault that has not yet been repaired.
Any trivial' single failure or. minor error in performing
surveillance tests could prod' ice a situation in which two or more
often unrelated, safety-grade components are out-of-service.
Technically, this is an unanalyzed condition. .However, these

~

events should be reported only if they involve functionally
related components or if they significantly compromise plant
safety."

"When applying engineering judgment, and there is a doubt
regarding whether to report or not, the, Commission's policy is
that licensees should make the report."

"For example, small voids in systems designed to remove heat from.
the reactor core which have-been previously shown through. analysis ,

not to be safety significant need not be reported. However,.the.

'48 FR 39042, August 29, 1983 and 48 FR 33856, July 26, 1983.

5 48 FR 39042, August 29, 1983.
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laccumulition of.Lvolds that_ .could ' inh'idit the''abil1ty: tot adequatelyL> >
~ S,

remove heat from the reactor core,uparticularly,under natural '
circulation conditions, would constitute an-unanalyzed condition-- -

and would be re' portable."'
,

- .

"Inaddition,voidingininstrumentilines-that--resultsinan'.~ I~ >

.

erroneous 4 indication causing'the operator to misunderstand the--
trueconditionofth{ plant.isalsoanunanalyzedcondition1and

.

y*

'O should be reported."
- .

*" . ~(3) .Thenuclear-~ power' plant-beinginacondition:thatisoutsi;de;theidesign.g' f
' basis of-the plant. .,

a

EMplesisf?:|siehtfoMcoddit'ibssithi?ifsfff56hiidiFiWipsptib1Ei~nsluds! ' >

.' '

errors ki Sthe iactu aliFde si gnpischia sidi scoveryhthitRiniECCSTdesiin {dossi

problemsysuckasidiscovsrylthatihighk;e$heflaisofiscinde?huidsare T'notisestithe h i ngl e s f a il ure tipi teH on
neg glinsAtipsaldrestraintsfiN2

instal 16dMInicasisisschissathiiWa%0 150!72ifspo:stsis~~~~77 '
-not] times?madefandithedetFActedMsithout4tta1X6fsanTLERESiIc~ssid; 1

'

some
furtheWinalfsjs;showssthatsthelplantiti?acthilyfyithiniits?desigh~ ' '
b'a s i s M For; examp1h M ans1)s i si mightishowithatjthe :pasticul arirestrdsti a
thatQrelmMsingJrdnotjnendedjfodcomp1]a@eisithjthedesidbasjjsf '

' n6thsEIEEsm)1eToffthisiissff66M65dift'6hidititSitiff36iisids53
~

*'

A

system!hiQbeen11ncapabl elsf@drforminiit ti?dssissyfsniti6nif6$ss? y'reportabi'aiisidiscovery!thstibnsYtrainTofsiiresuireditwei;tfainssafit -.

- Textendsd?peplodfofitimalduringioperation$ F.o$risx.asipleRfnStiihtfainE,%JECCSWystehpona% train imight? besfoundTeit ai esignW11
compbnentithittwouldfnsveelhi WIfsaction" bechuseilt{Wifgrdy n a u

s
instillud? i? '

,

tincorrettliEandfaltestithatswsuldirevealht blim1wstn6tipe'' friisd? ' 4 "y"' This40uldsbefconside'rediostilde%thRdesign, ' 1sitiesauss' fon? .
'

.
- ;n

of 4erioQtimentheisystimTdid?nstthive?ssitabi #Nd66ds6cy) Ete%that~ - -

thisidiscsss'iofconcernsFevsntssthatiistuallf!plicisthefp tjodtsids
.'

.

ca sesi ofs techni ca161.n~operabil i ty gsbefsSicomponentflifdsci srid-Q) ~itsVdesign;basesMItidoesinotlincludelnin6rdinfrahtionsFsichias#
.J ."

inopeFab1'eibecidsetassurseillasceitesthiffoverdsst sdf(2TfdasesMsn.
the!LC0|s110wedfoutageit16elisJs11ght1Rek6ded TlieseGonditich C * x

~~"'~~~~f;st6sdsEhnin11 [-

,

mayh hoseser # be f toport abidasicondi tioni?pp'^ohibi b i
~ ~^ ~ ~

"^[%+ regueiSpeci fi cati onM10! CFRJ0j 73 (s)(2) (j)(Bly);'

,

4%e. hrcua -
kop edW ,

48 FR 39042, August 29,41983and-4'8"FR33856,' July 26,s1983.N
~

6 ,

48 FR 39042,' August 29, 1983 Land.481FR 33856,fJuly 26,-|1983. j7'

1,

'

alo CFR Part 50, Append'ix A',. Introduction:and1 Criterion 35,:and Appendix d7'

K, Item I.D.1, indicate that a minimum design criterion is suitable redundancy'-

-

meeting the single-failure criterion. ,
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transportation accident which occurs near the. site,' creating a plaat safety6
' concern, should be reported.o

'

The licensee must;use engineering judgment to determine. if there was an: actual
~

, threat.. For example,.with regard to tornadoes the. decision would be based on.
!such factors as the' size of the: tornado, and its location and path._ There are

. ;
''

t

no prescribed limits. In. general, . situations involving only monitoring by. the. 1

plant's. staff. are not reportable, but if preventive. actions are.taken or if .
<

there are serious concerns, then the situation should be carefully ~ reviewed 7
>for reportability.

_

'

' Tho seiwhichiari|ipurelyj precautionaryTEsuchiaM pl acementloff sandbissp(thfistiRRespoWii'vifistidns?[byithiin5elsesEdolnoFIisdiliii31HindiEst3IsctVki a',
eved E~~~'~

s t h oug h dfl ood fl esel sj are tn'o t /expecteditolbe$ hj ghj ejedghito@guiggandbag@[df
'

notgrjggergeporting;
- g

SoinU n atWaWphiWoisehi* such Yasifl 06d sliiff bs71EEUFitilyNfsdibtidNIfithiFi .
i s ta icredi bleipredicti on i of T a tfibed Athaticuldich'allshgeitheiab111 tilsfsths"' .'

planMtMcontinuestofopefatsEsifstynthitstha%thfeatiis@ep]6rtableiasiinT 'Q,
'

actual (thleattil alENS! ashoonias}practicalpndli@llMAse! jithi n} lbu@
|in most cases, events'such as earthquakes, approaching hurricanes or tornado-

warnings result in ENS notification because.there is~ a-declaration of. an : ,

emergency class, which is reportable' under' 650.-72(a)(1)(1) as ' discussed'in-

Section 3.1.1 of.this report, rather than because the eventLis' considered'an
actual. threat. Usually, with the passage of time, .it is ~ apparent that an '

,

actual-threat did not: occur and, thus, no LER is submitted .(see Example ,1).
! In some cases, with the passage of._ time, it is judged that anLactual- threat ,

did occur and, thus,: an LER is. submitted (see Example 2).
-

_

Section 3.2.8 of eport discusses'the meaning of the phrase:
'_

N f 1
"significantly. hampers si onnelLin ance of dutiesLnecessary .

for the safe operation of the ntext: of internal' threats. A 1
,- '

natural phenomenon or e condition, may a s . icantly hamper -'

personnel. If .is reportable under this- criterion. _
~

,

;

IIf a snowstorm, hurricane or _similar event significantly-hampers personnel in'
the conduct of activities necessary for the safe operation of- the plant,~ the ;

event is. reportable;via the ENS as soon as' practical. and in 'all;casestwithin-
'

1-hour. In the case of snow, the licensee must use-judgment based on;the
: amount of snow, the extent to.which1 personnel ~were hampered, the extent;to: ,

,~ which additional _ assistance;could_ have' been available -inLan emergency, the .
clength of time the' condition existed,_etc.- For example, if snow prev.ented .. n
Lshift relief for several1 hours,-the situation would be-replortable jpthWdsli[ j
sisFs75hch7tliiQlltii!IjisEi65hiliWefsisijdi ffEistifWiiiip#shi ft) pirsonhsidsiintliFidtSthsipeddhian6671

of:iduttesinebassiff foCiafMesepsilon$odhaspis d
exEeed snores 1fshiftfivertinellimits# becomeiencess NelygfatigsedNoEfindif t J

- necessaryjtojopefatW!wi p fesi d a Q Q qsfredj @nb leofgw$$$tshejs ;
"

ordestogallowpomegogestf
-

-

q
u

, . , .
.

''
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particular equipment, e.g., loss of only the SPDS for a short period of time
need not be reported, but loss of SPDS and other assessment equipment at the
same time may be reportable.

The staff considers the loss of a significant portion of control room
indication-including annunciators or monitors, or the loss of all plant vent
stack radiation monitors, as examples of a major loss of emergency assessment
capability which should be evaluated for reportability.

H owe v e r, 7 thefun avail abil i tyd ofion's snonkr6ddhdarst{c6inponentf0Mtrii"nfiui@asf a
meteorologicalitower,; radiation monitor 6pl..antlcomputergor1ERFUforfaishort
period off time,igenerallyiis' notTreportableh Jorithisttype of; equipment |
whichiissvery< rarely called uponhthejstaff36uld| con's|iderfperiod{ofstime3sss
thani81 hours;toibe;shorti

Loss of Offsite Response Capability

A major loss of offsite response capability includes those events that would
significantly impair the fulfillment of the licensee's approved emergency plan
for other than a short time. Loss of offsite response capability may
typically include the loss of plant access, emergency offsite response
facilities, or public prompt notification system, including sirens and other
alerting systems.

t6Foi.WM&m sighifIcantsnathralshsihrd?(e?dMisrthhdakEHhuffidshe}If a ~

N f tcEl5MeVacuationdobflood$stc;) or' othsr event eause's e
routesitshbelimpassible"or#6thifTifaVtifofTthstresp6se%jnfrastFucturesto?bs
impaired 1toithelextentLthat'the State'ind"10' cit goveFnientTa W rendefed"~
incapabls~of fulfilling their. responsibilities in the emer ency plan for the
plant, then the NRC must,be notified. Thjs96asisbtilpplyinitheTsissT6f
rou t i ne : tra f fi d i i mpedimentsisuchlas ifog ; isnowT and(i ceiwhi.c.. idolpotWende6.the
s t ate':! and cl ocal sgove rnmentsEi ncapabl et a fi f ul fill i ng sthei v!:rsspon s i bil i ti esk
It :;i siintendedito apply? tosorsisignif tsantisases| sudhlfasP the?chnditions?.E
around theiTurkeyiPointtplanttafter' Hurricane 7 Andre @struckSinu992forsthe
conditions;aroundjthe;(Cooper stationiduringitheimidwestgloods[ofg993% ~

If the alert systeins, e.g., sirens, are owned and/or maintained by others, the
licensee should take reasonable measures to remain informed and must notify
the NRC if a large number of sirens fail. Although the loss of a single siren
for a short time is not a major loss of offsite response capability, the loss
of a large number of sirens, other alerting systems (e.g., tone alert radios),
or more importantly, the lost capability to alert a large segment of the
population for 5 hourswould warrant an immediate notification. (,h-

8
GenefallyMTMiksess;hiWdesi dpsd?EFi tEFiiVf6ETWhitWould ?fiETEbWsidsFEdis

t slargefsegmentfoffaleftsiystemshconstituting'aMajodloss ofsbffsiteNespon e
c ap abil i ty|th attiy report abl.eKand ?in corporated [ thel geri te ri ali.ntoj p} ant

~~

procedures;
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28 of 54 alert sirens reported out of service for an hour as'a.

result of a local ice storm and a return-to-service estimate was
unknown.

All offsite emergency sirens were:.

- found inoperable during a monthly test. @
P' b taken out of service for O%= ;f repair.

- inoperable because control panel power was lost for an unknown
period.

_

femponrh
- inoperable because the county radio transmitter failed.See-43

he e s-

An ENS notification is ' required because of the major loss of offsite
response capability, i.e., the public prompt notification system.
However, licensees may use engineering judgment in determining
reportability (i.e., a " major loss") based upon such factors as the !

percent of the population rot covered by emergency sirens and the
existence of procedures or practices to compensate for the lost
emergency sirens. An LER is not required.

(3) Loss of ENS and Commercial Telephone System

The licensee determined that ENS and commercial telecommunications
capability was lost to the control room when a fiber optic cable was
severed during maintenance. A communications link was established and
maintained between the site and the load dispatcher via microwave
transmission. Both the ENS and commercial communications capability
were restored approximately 90 minutes later.

An ENS notification is required because of the major loss of
communications capability. Although the microwave link to the site was e
established and maintained during the telephone outage, this in itself
does not fully compensate for the loss of communication that would be
required in the event of an emergency at the plant; No LER is required.

(4) Loss of Direct Communication Line to Police
'

The licensee contacted the State Police via commercial telephone lines
and reported to the NRC Operations Center that the direct telephone.line
to the State Police was inoperable for over 1 hour. The licensee
notified the NRC Operations Center in a followup ENS call that the line -
was restored to operability.

An ENS notification would be required if the lo'ss of the direct
*

telephone line(s) to various police, local, or State emergency or-
regulatory agencies is not compensated for by other readily available
offsite communications systems. In this example, no ENS notification is
required since commercial telephone lines. to the State Police were
available. . No LER is required.

G
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(orJdisableXthe5 fuictionEin questi6n)[foEaGutistadtjalf period'ofitime
andfstillloperate the(plantisafely.

'

'Significant hampering _ includes hindering or interfering (such as with.

protective clothing or radiation work. permits) provided that the '

r
F interference or_' delay is sufficient to significantly threaten'the-safe

operation of the plant. T C?dM|555?f;ff'Et9 ftEt1Ed~iiM
4 gg y.:vig p.;c.g tg7;;giggi;g,g;gy;,1Dbd?d% ..:.LCj i,c.t";i.itf." g;;,3

.{ g^
7 ,,g

:: 'd $b 2dd/:t 9-- W :t;; tic ( 1bth': ,

"U m . , , Ju , c,, 2 dis:;j Sf( i.:idip: set'-- e "9iP:FtS,,,m...
w u. . a . .c . w ,.a . m . . u. w . . .w= ~,,.; - ~ - -

_< . . _ . ...:-_-_,,,....,.m ,m ,. _ _ _ . . .
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.

Abit6nPshch7a^s900niTeVa^csatibisithiFaVilpir;elyTjiF4Ehistl6dEf36uld766t!.
constituteisignifica'ntshamperingjifsthenecessaryisctionsicanistfilibe ~

|. performediipaitimely;mannen

Plant mode may be considered in determining if there is an actual internal
threat to a plant. However, licensees should not incorrectly.' assume that
everything that happens while a plant is shut down-is unimportant and not-

,

reportable.

In plant releases must be reported if they require evacuation:of rooms or'a
~

buildings containing. systems important_to safety and,.as a result, the ability
of the operators to perform necessary duties is'significantly hampered.

-

Fairly common events such as minor spills, small . gaseous waste releases, or~'
the disturbance of contaminated particulate matter,(e.g., dust) that require

.

temporary evacuation of an individual room until the airborne ~ concentrations
decrease or until respiratory protection devices are used, are not reportable.

-

unless' the ability of site personnel to perform necessary safety functions is. (
L 7 " M M } significantly hampered.

No LER is required for precautionary evacuations of rooms and buildings:that-
subsequent evaluation determines were not _ required. Even if an' evacuation
affects a major part of the facility, the test for reportability is whether an
actual threat to plant safety. occurred or whether site. personnel were.
significantly hampered in carrying out'their safety responsibilities. ,

Fires pose a unique threat in that (1) until the fire h'as been extinguished
the extent of its spread is open ended and (2) at any time the full extent'of-
damage affecting the safe' operation of the nuclear power plant may not be-
readily apparent.

In most cases, fires result in ENS notification because there is a declaration
of an emergency class, which is reportable under f50.72(a)(1)(fi) as discussed
in Section 3.1.1 of this report, rather than because'the fire is considered to

'
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constitute an actual threat or significant hampering.'8 Often,'with the
-passage of time, it is apparent that an actual threat or_ significant hampering'

did not occur and, thus, no LER is submitted. In other cases, the event is:

'. Judged to meet one of these criteria and an LER is submitted.D $Mh.t*O
..

(d'g ior
Generillyf the[ staff beltsvessthiticbsti01Ndom?fifesiwohld tiefrepoftatifeMs F
an actual hresttor significant?hamperingi.'ift they/involvelany effectio M*h
systemsf any significantipotential?for; prop;agationW%f*aaMaf~njiant[~g
c;;;. ' r;,t:d j %;.._c.t . y However, tthelsta ff Econs iders si tipos si bl e dov hni?i
controEroom: fire whichjis discoveredsand(extingu8hediquicklysanddeventin
this locationRdoes not significantlyihamper!theioperatorstandfdoesinotiand-
could not3 reasonably |be:expecteditoithreateniplantdafetissndEthusNis%ot"
re aortabis {under thi s icri terionic (Eiamples[cbuld fiscinde fsmal.17 paperdf;1@siiin
asitraystortrashcans,lorcigargttejburnsqofifurniturefor(upholstery |

Examples

fcil e,;;,ig , ; tmat :en; .+"Fr&#;eus go Jan : " L"JrIC 10:2, S;pWaat 1, read

Que tion 0.k
-

.

If we have a fire in the refueling bridge and we are not movin fuel,
'

would the fire be reportable?

Answer:

No. If the plant is not moving fuel and the fire does not otherwise
threaten other-safety equipment and does not hamper site personnel, the
fire is not reportable. If the plant is moving fuel, the fire is
reportable.

'(tO)'C Que+ ! r- 0.0.

"If we have a fire in the reactor building that forces contractor .-

personnel who are doing a safety related modification to leave, but the
fire did not hamper operations personnel or equipment, would that fire
be reportable?

Answer:

No. The fire would not be reportable-if the-fire was not severe enough
that it posed an actual threat to the plant and the delay in completing
the modification did not significantly threaten the safe operation of
the plant. ,

As indicated in NUREG-0654, Rev. 1,.Information Notice'80-64 and'O

Regulatory Guide 1.101, Rev. 3 (which endorses NUMARC/NESP-007, Rev. 2),: a 1

fire that lasts longer than 10 or 15 minutes or which affects plant' equipment,
important for safe operation would be considered an Unusual Event.

Second Draft,
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3.3 -Four-Hour ENS Notifications and LER Reports

This section addresses 950.72(b)(2), "Non-Emergency Events--Four-Hour
Reports," and 10 CFR 50.73 written reports associated with these 50.72
notifications, if not reported as a declaration of emergency class under
550.72(a) or as a non-emergency 1-hour report under 550.72(b)(1), licensees
are to notify the NRC as soon as practical.and in all cases within 4 hours of
the occurrence'of any of the events required by 950.72(b)(2) and to submit an

.

LER within 30 days for any event or condition required by 10.CFR 50.73. ,

In . addition to events reportable under both 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73, several >

requirements for 50.7_2 notifications only or LERs only are included in this
section because of the sequential numbering scheme used. For example, common-
mode failures' of channels, trains, or systems, as discussed in Section 3.3.4,
require LERs, but no ENS notifications are explicitly required unless
reportable under other criteria. Transport of a contaminated person to an
offsite medical facility, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, requires ENS %
notification but no LER. 10 -

,

:
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|3.3.1 Shutdown Plant Found in Degraded or Unanalyzed Condition
,

550.72(b)(2)(1) 10 CFR 50.73

Licensees shall report: "Any event (Events found while'the reactor is
found while the reactor is sFul shutdown that involve degradation of
down, that, had it been found while the principal safety barriers or
the reactor was in operation, would unanalyzed conditions that
have resulted in the nuclear power significantly compromise plant
plant, including its principal safety are addressed by
safety barriers, being seriously 550.73(a)(2)(ii). Therefore, an LER
degraded or being in an unanalyzed is required. See Section 3.2.4.]
condi' ion that significantly
comptemises plant safety."

If not reported under 550.72(a) or (b)(1), licensees are required to report
any such condition to the NRC via the ENS as soon as practical, and in all
cases within 4 hours of discovery of the condition. Licensees are required to
submit ar ~TR within 30 days.

Discussion

Guidelines for identifying events that would result in the nuclear power plant
being seriously degraded or being in an unanalyzed condition that
significantly compromises plant safety are discussed in Section 3.2.4 of this
report.

Examples

(1) Significant Degradation of Reactor Fuel Rod Cladding Identified During
Testing of Fuel Assemblies ,q

d ir:sonie testi g rre:d :d ;
uith the plant ..i iieJe C (r:fud y ,td; 232 were 4dertd'' d 'n 00 ui9"mhor ^# f;ikd fuci rods (;ppr xin

(3gg r;g m s 14ec e,hoanled fl ein rtier.) th:t 5 7 aacjej -t;,g-
stim.e;ted nuir of ''41"rae / The defects were generally pinhole
sized. The fuel cladding failures were caused by long-term fretting
from debris that became lodged between the' lower fuel assembly nozzle
and the first spacer grid, resulting in penetration of the stainless-
steel fuel cladding. The source of the debris was apparently a
machining byproduct from the thermal shield support system repairs
during the previous refueling outage.

An ENS notification is required because a principal safety barrier (the
fuel cladding) was found seriously degraded. An LER is required.
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~ Radio-chami*y data for a particular PWR indicated that a number of fuel rods had _ failed during
::the first few months ofoperation.? Projections ranged from'six to 12 failed rods. The end of cycle : -j,1

reactor coolant system Iodine-131 activity averaged 0.025 microcuries per milhliter. Followingj
the end ofcycle shutdown,-Iodine-131 spiked to 11.45'microcuries per millilitar;.: The cause was :<

- due to a signi6 cant number of failed fuel rods. Inspections revealed that 136 of the total 157 fuel Y -

1 assemblies contained failed fuel (approximately 300 fuel rods had through-wall penetrations), far ;-
exceeding 'the andcipated number of fadures. d'
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3.3.2 Actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature or the Reactor Protection
-System

s50.72(b)(2)(ii) 650.73(a)(2)(iv)

Licensees shall report "any. event or Licensees shall report "any event or
condition that results in a manual condition that resulted in a manual
or automatic ~ actuation of any or automatic' actuation of any
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF), Engineered Safety Feature (ESF),
including the Reactor Protection including the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) except when: System (RPS), except when:

e

(A) The actuation results from and (A) The actuation resultgd from
is part of the preplanned and was part of the pre-
sequence during testing or planned sequence during.
reactor operation; testing or reactor operation;

(B) The actuation is invalid and: (B). The actuation was invalid and: /

Occurrgdwhilethesystemis[ .gg \ 3\i 1
[ (1) Occurs while the system is Cor] (1)

properly removed from service;! properly removed from service;0
(2) Occurs after the safety (2) Occurred after the safety

function has been already function has been already
completed; or completed; or

(3) Involves only the following (3) Involved only the following
specific ESFs or their specific ESFs or their
equivalent systems; equivalent systems;-
(i) Reactor water clean-up (i) Reactor water clean-up

system; system;

( (ii) Control room emergency (ii) Control room emergency
L ventilation system; ventilation system;

(iii) Reactor building' (iii) Reactor building!

ventilation ventilation system;
! system; (iv) Fuel building

(iv) Fuel building ventilation system; or

ventilation (v) Auxiliary building
system; or ventilation system."

(v) Auxiliary building
ventilation system."

If not reported under 950.72(a) or (b)(1), licensees are required to report
any engineered safety feature actuation, including the reactor' protection
system, to the NRC via the ENS as soon as. practical and in all cases within 4
hours of the event. Licensees are required to submit an LER within 30 days.

Discussion

| The Statements of Considerations indicate that this paragraph requires events
to be reported whenever an ESF_ actuates either manually or automatically,
regardless of plant status. It is based on the premise that the ESFs are

| provided to mitigate the consequences of a significant event and, therefore:
(1) they should work properly when called upon, and (2) they should not be 1

|-
!
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challenged frequently or unnecessarily. The Commission is interested both in
events where an ESF was needed to mitigate the consequences (whether or not
the equipment performed properly) and events where an ESF operated
unnecessarily. In discussing the reporting of actuations which are part of
preplanned procedures, the Statements of Considerations also state that
actuations that need not be reported are those initiated for reasons other ,

than to mitigate the consequences of an event (e.g., at the discretion of the i
'

licensee as part of a preplanned procedure)."

This indicates an intent to require reporting actuations of features that
mitigate the consequences of.significant events. GenerallyEthelstaff!wod1d
not consider th'isf tofinclude;si.ngle cbmpohentiactuations:becaus'e$singlI '2

components (of(complex systems;tbyithemselveskusually|dofnotimitigatesths
consequencestof significant eventsmHoweverninisomeicas'esssicomporientswduld

iasdiitsibe sufficient" toimitigateithefeventh(ifehiperformiths1ESFlfunction) int %ithactuationwould,Dtherefore,;bsireportable.QThistposit1en4sfconsist
the istatenientA that .theareportingirequirementnisEbased f onithespremiseithat
ESF's:areiprovided to:mitigatekthescon|sequencisjofMsighifidantiednth

'

SingleJtri'insidoimitigatelthe con'se'qtiencesVand,Vthushtriin[leVelfa^ctuatio'ns
are reportable. g gg gg'g g y he A A r A t i c m.s d d 5 % ( %
In:thisfregard Lths staffjconsidersfactuatibn?df?sidisselsgenerat M toTbs
actuation of attrain-not' actuation 1offa: single (componentr-#becauseYaidissel 1

'

generator mitig' tesithe event-(performsithejESFJfunction)h [(SeejExample|3 ~ 'a
~

below))

The!stafflaisolconsiders"deliberats mansilhadi6nshRihlEH5cne:orimope?ESE
components |arefactuated in1 response"tofactuapplantWonditi6nshtoibe[.]fsaL'
reportable because such;actionstwouldsusuallyimitigstetthe? consequences'o
significant;eventa iThis positionnis consistentfwithitheistatement6thatsth'e~ !

Commissioni1sinterested71neventstwhereranLESFfwasineeded|toimitigatesthe''
consequences;of~the event. ForexampleNstartingLafsafetfinjectionipumpj~in
responsetto 'a rapidly; decreasing pressurizesleveldor< starting)HPCEin

'

response to a < loss of?feedwater:cwould;be;reportablelyHowevernshifting
alignment'of ' makeup;puinks or closing {a c0ntainmentais01.ationtvalveifogn6rmal
operationa1; purposes,would not be!reportableg

The Statements of Considerations also indicate that " actuation" of
multichannel ESF actuation systems is defined as actuation of enough channels
to complete the minimum actuation logic. Therefore, single channel
actuations, whether caused by failures or otherwise, are not reportable if
they do not complete the minimum actuation logic.12

"48 FR 33854, July 28, 1983, 48 FR 39043 and 48 FR 39044, August 29,
1983.

48 FR 33854, July 28, 1983, 48 FR 39043 and 48 FR 39044, August 29,12

1983.
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. Notep h6weveMthitii ffonlyMs ing10 ESFASTshanneWabtditesVis7p^eip6nssito
plantfparametep6foH which thereishouldthavelbeenVahlactuationNthisNosld
amoun titoW f a11 ureY o ff th e! ESFOiltiwoul d seneral lM beirepoFt abl #$ndepithsis

criterial(ESFjactsation)! aL welliassundeQ)t !ThiLsi(50j72(b)(2).(iii)sa'nd50!CFR '10iCFR

50273(a)(2)(v)5(eventtorconditionTalone positiontistconsiitsntiwith

.theistatementtthattthe/CommissionEisiinterestedsiniefents$where?asiESF$smed
af

neededhtogitigate*theRonsequencesswhethetorinotstheMui@entMerf
prope. rl. y~. gy
With regard to preplanned actuations, the Statemor[s of. Consideration indicate
that operation of an ESF as part of a planned tesi or operational evolution
need not be reported. However, if during the test or evolution, the ESF
actuates in a way that is not part of the planned , that actuation DN
should be reported. For example, if the normal reactor' shutdown procedure-
requires that the control rods be inserted by a manual reactor trip, the
reactor trip need not be reported. However, if conditions develop during the
shutdown that require an automatic reactor trip, such a reactor trip should be
reported. The fact that the safety analysis assumes that an ESF will actuate
automatically during an event does not eliminate the need to report that
actuation. Actuations that need not be reported are those initiated for

discretion of the licensee as part of a pl.anned prmir
.',(e.g., at thereasons other than to mitigate the consequences of an event

o r . h r o. cope M e-cN w a how) e volwh+E
g

a
is implies t the proceduralgstep indicates the specific actuation that (3G)

will be generated and control room personnel are aware of the specific signal
generation before its occurrence or indication in the control room. However,
if the system actuat.es during the planned operation or test in a way that is

Vnot part of the plannedrec9re, such as at the wrong step, that event is
reportable. (Vok. tad" (.35) y ro c.e.d o ce (3M-
Note 7th a tfi flin?dpeFatoRiefsitofinindillyltFf pithsIFildtFNiEidti dipiti'ohfo f
rece1vinglanfautomatic<triphthi(Wo'uldfbsNeportablegustEasithejastomaticE
t rip.. w.ould:be-| reportable.

On September 10, 1992, the Commission published final amendments to'10 CFR
50.72 and 50.73 that apply to reporting of ESF actuations. These. amendments
eliminate reporting of invalid ESF actuation of systems which had been
properly removed from service or for which the. safety function which the ESF
is intended to accomplish had already been accomplished.

Valid ESF actuations are those actuations that result from " valid signals" or
from intentional manual initiation, unless it is part of a preplanned test.

"Also see 48 FR 39043, August 29, 1983, which states that this paragraph
is intended to capture events during which an ESF actuates or fails to
actuate.

"48 FR 33854, July 28, 1983, 48 FR 39043 and 48 FR 39044, August-29,.
1983.
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Valid signals 'are those signals that are initiated'in response to. actualfplant'' *

conditions 'or. parameters satisfying the requirements for ESF initiation. Note
this definition of " valid" requires that.the initiati_on signal must be an ESF-

signal. This distinction eliminates actuations which are the~ result of non-'

ESF signals from the class.of valid actuations.

Invalid actuations are, by definition, those that do not meet the criteria for
being valid. Thus, invalid actuations include actuations that are not:the . 3

result of valid signals and are not intentional manual actuations. . Invalid.
actuations that occur when the system is already properly removed from serviceL

are not reportable if all requirements of plant procedures for removing
equipment from service have been met. This includes required clearance
documentation, equipment and control board tagging,- and properly positioned
valves and' power supply breakers.

~

In addition, invalid actuations that occur after the' safety function has
already been completed are not reportable. An example would be RPS actuation
after the control rods have already been inserted into the core.

Finally, invalid actuations of certain specified systems are not reportable.
These systems are limited to the reactor water clean up system in boiling.
water reactors (BWRs), the control room emergency' ventilation system, the
reactor building ventilation system (RBVS), the fuel building ventilation
system and the auxiliary building ventilation system or equivalent ventilation
systems. Invalid actuations of other ESF systems continue to be reportable.
For BWRs, the actuation of the standby gas treatment system in response to an
invalid actuation of the RBVS is also not reportable. -

If an invalid ESF actuation reveals a defect in the ESF system so the' system
failed or would fail to perform its intended function, the event continues to
be reportable under other requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73. When
invalid ESF actuations excluded by the conditions described above occur as
part of a reportable event, they should be described as part of the reportable
event, in order to provide a complete,- accurate and thorough description of
the event. .

There are no standard definitions of ESF or RPS. The reporting ~ criterion is
based on each licensee having defined systems as ESF or .RPS-(e.g., in.the~
plant's FSAR, but not necessarily limited to Chapters 4, 6, and 7). Actuation
of a system would be reportable .if that system..is classified'as an ESF or as a -
portion of the RPS; if not, the actuation is not reportable under this
criterion. -

Innddit'iohWis?dFdeEtE~pi;ii6t'iWoiisiilihERipoEOh7 "~Tidi'his6siiit|6f '(381
safetyfsystensbpsm,.M5ct6thathlicen*% eportictuitidnMflallithe-

hat?ths? licensee A .7uouldf W ^ ~
6 M repsFtiH4systessiidentifiedfin !Tabl ehi As: om

P E ifledfasYan-requi red Mthe?acidted isysten ki dsw-

inc111ded Lj6TableJ27 " (po~ ; tins'shotstheicasiW[tiryf" ' ~~~?~stes$~s ^
b~tsths?actuatedTi

'. $ yldjbe h inn
ESFoEpailfoffthe*RPSidiff u ~ ' ^ ^

r
-

t
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Table 2 contains systems. typically reported under the critarian, by at least (3%''

;
- some licensees. . system 6t 9nt4 Qed ln 44;> taote should not be

ritsion. .misconstruedph ansignificant because or tiiei.
_

Examples

(1) RPS Actuation

The licensee was placing the residual heat removal (RHR).

system in its shutdown cooling mode while the plant was in
hot shutdown. The BWR vessel level decreased for unknown
reasons, causing a RPS scram and Group Ill primary
containment isolation signals, as designed. All control-
rods had been previously inserted and all Group Ill
isolation valves had been manually isolated. The licensee
isolated RHR to stop the decrease in reactor vessel level.

This event is reportable within 4 hours under this criterion
because, although the systems' safety functions had already been
completed, the RPS scram and primary containment isolation signals
were v:alid and the actuations were not part of the planned
procedure. The automatic signals were valid because they were
generated from the sensor by measurement of an actual physical
systera parameter that was at its set point. An LER is required.

With the BWR defueled, an invalid signal actuated the.RPS. There.

was no component operation because the control rod drive system-
had Deen properly removed from service. This event;is not f(Q
reportable because f@f the RPS signal was invalid, and Sff{the .

. .

system had been properly removed from service / (a)-W % _'.Sc,fehg Nc. Mow LAJ nd Wu wp*4td.pd
An immediate notification (650.72) was received from a BWR.

licensee. In the' reported event, both recirculation pumps tripped
as a result of a breaker problem. This placed the plant in a
condition in which BWRs are generally scrammed to avoid potential-
power / flow ' oscillations. At this plant, for this condition, a'.
written off-normal procedure required the. plant operations staff
to. scram the reactor. The plant staff performed a reactor scram
which was uncomplicated. This event is reportable as a manual RP5
actuation. Even though the reactor scram was in response to an
existing written procedure, this event does'not involve a
preplanned sequence because -^""the loss of recirculation g"g "pumpspee off-normal procedure entry were preph.=d. An.LER is

_

N required. In this case, the licensee.in tally retracted the ENS-

notification believing that the event wa not reportable. .After
staff review and further discussion,-it as agreed that the event
is reportable for the reasons discussed above.

t.h t.M - d d ve.w
I
1
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.(2)- BWR Control Rod Block Monitor Actuation

A rod block that was part of the planned startup-procedure occurred from
the. rod block monitor, which, at this plant, is classified as a portion
of the RPS or as an ESF.

ThiFsVdntWirnoCieportabis?becausssiENEshFFsdfiWi!but36ffs
p repl anned i s tartup, procedurefthatispeci fl edJcertiinf rod; blocksymsy
occur.

(3) Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Starts (ti-Jeh'ntJ M n,A 65 N f3d
The licensee provided an LER describing an event'in which the EDG' .
automatically started when a technician inadvertently caused a
short circuit that de-energized an essential bus during a
calibration. An ENS notification and LER;are required because the-
ESF actuation (EDG auto-start at this plant) was not identified at

r
the step in the calibration procedure being used.

The licensee provided an LER describing an event in which, after.
an automatic EDG start, and for unknown reasons, the emergency bus
feeder breaker from the EDG did not close when power was lost on
the bus. An ENS notification and LER are required because the ESF
actuation logic for the EDG start was completed, even~though the

''_ diesel generator did not power the safety buses.

(4) Preplanned Manual Scram

During a normal reactor shutdown, the reactor shutdown. procedure
required that reactor power be reduced to a low power at which point the
control rods were to be inserted by a manual reactor scram. The rods
were manually scrammed.

This event is not reportable because the manual scram results from and
is, by procedure, part of a preplanned sequence of reactor. operation.
However, if conditions develop during the process of shutting down that
require an unplanned reactor scram,- the RPS actuation (whether manually
or automatically produced) is reportable via ENS notification and LER.

(5) Actuation of Wrong Component During Testing-

During surveillance testing of the main steam isolation valves
(MSIVs), an operator incorrectly closed MSIV "D" when the
procedure specified closing MSIV "C".

T61s76Viht3s'~66tIFspBFtitil sl 6sEidisRhi?sTTi6fQgi^iEthidisMiKE N)^^

actu ati ohj bfd s components ofMESQijte@f'dM~'Q

sinc}z t.o m p\e.kt cuchoksu
4 Cm 6f F M e. Fion.
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=(9)' . Actuation of ESF During Maintenance Activity

At'a BWR, a maintenance activity was under way involving placement
-of a jumper to avoid ESF actuations; The maintenance? staff
recognized that there was a high potential ~ for a loss of- contact
with the jumper and consequent ESF actuation. This potential was 3

explicitly. stated in the ma. ntenance work request: and on a riski
evaluation sheet. The operating staff was briefed on the-
potential ESFs prior to start-of work. .During the event, a lossG

of continuity did occur' and the ESFs involving isolation, standby. :

gas treatment start, closing of some valves in the primary
containment isolation system (recirculation pump seal mini-purge-
valve, nitrogen supply to drywell valve, and containment-
atmospheric monitoring valve) occurred. y g4..q
1hMeVs6tB sss isil anto fexisnp162IaB5uMhtt hENBssidiFfhiii Wthi
s taf fs h aRconcl uded ;that s thel event fi si notihept tilhbleibecause?(1)! Mils
theisventiwaf notX11 st'ed i a side fi ni telijsoi ng%ofoc6br@itisahre0egnfied
as: ha ingtajhighjobabilitylt6)occuband (%):-
Wr:&=;s(2)Dplantsoperatingsstafficle|waind$chsented?#Mffh* '

'

arly#recognizedithelpotential
.

,

-forethee'ventitotonurjuindf(3)MnisothergsnekpsstedlESEfo6/othef~~'r .

situatisnio.cdurred %hichinasjnotsrecognisedjanJ"sj:1 K j M jf M 9 Pj 1.3Q-
e . whbCume nM4

However, if during a' plannekDItA.bOMpr=i;re or test, the ESF actuates in a-( 3 S--
.

L

way that is not part of the planned precdre}or *Aa-unexpected ESFJacheboosy
-

-

- M3)occur, the event would be reportable. g ,,

4

r

4
.

+

I

|-
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\ Table 2 Example Systems

EhrgencyCoreCoolingSystems(ECCSs)

For pressurized water reactors (PWRs):

reactor coolant system accumulators.

boron injection system.

high , intermediate , and low-head injection sys ms, including.

systems for charging using centrifugal charg.in pumps, safety

k(jection, and residual (decay) heat removal d + ha" t:tcr- <

For boilin water reactors (BWRs):

h h low-pressure core spray syst i s =d th:ir .::tcr (M[
res., re coolant injection sys m, feedwater coolant bi5)

higf1)tionsstemL-4d"'1 heat "r - c'?:1 ;y;t- , '"4 ". i c aeter gg
~

injec

m estrees-
. isolation con nser system, rea or core isolation cooling

system
automatic depres ,rization s tem.

Anticipatedtransientwithoutkram(AJdS)MitigatingSystems

Containment Systems

containment and react ssel isolation systems.

containment heat re val a depressurization systems,
including the cont nment sp and additive system "" " '- (,4b).

-cooler ry ter
containment air urification an leanups systems.

. containment co ustible gas contro systems, including hydrogen
recombiners, gniters, nitrogen ine ing systems, and
containment tmospheric dilution syst s
BWR standb gas treatment systems.

Heating, Ventilatin/and Air condition (HVAC) Systemks for the Control Room
and Fuel Handling # eas N

PWRAuxiliaryFeMwaterSystems \
Electrical Sy ems

emergency ac electrical power systems, including em gency.

diesel generators (EDGs) and their associated support ystems
(even if classified as an essential auxiliary support the
plant's safety analysis report (SAR), and BWR dedicated
Division 3 EDGs and their associated support systems

: -:ctu:tica 'ad cc-t e! rytter (!-cludi ; ::recutari i n + = *' _ Qi)
f. a s t rica_- - ,CCf4 r.,o c t am eIf. . . . .a,4 n.an. e. nd esfatu - . . , ..

.
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ireiuseditolhhaficterlie:hthiFstahdard> 4Inithelstiff!shisWJillT6fLthess
should'be jQdged on;the; basis;of(aireasonable(expectation {oQpre. venting '
f ul fill ment;of i th e ; s a fety | function :

As indicated in the Statement of Considerations, the intent of these criteria
is to capture those events'where there would have been a failure of a safety
system to properly complete a safety function, regardless of when the failures
were discovered or whether the system was needed at the time."

These criteria cover an event or condition where tc E di5t structuresf c< (t{$
componentsf tnira of a safety system could hav'e~ failed to perform their
intended function because of: one or more personnel errors, including
procedure violations; equipment failurest nadehuit@na;{ntchahcej or designi

construction, or procedural
analysis, fabrication, equipment qualification,did5Tif"thfif tilitli;"9deficiencies. The event must be~reportsd"fcgip

QgsMi!$1pDhf ''
conditief t45t"eidhed]theistpuytRifif$y:fs(ty system could have been usedregardless of shether or not an alternate sa
to perform the safety function (e.g., high pressure core cooling failed, but
feed-and-bleed or low pressure core cooling were available to provide the
safety function of core cooling).

The definition of the systems included in the scope of these criteria is
provided in the rules themselves; it is not determined by the phrases " safety-
related" and "important to safety."

In detehiisiigithe L re p6rtabil i fyisf?ihTeVehtI6Edshdi ffdiltliiffiffsst"sfi
systemsditiis;notLnecessaryftoSassume{anladditionagrandoMsingleffailurilin
thatisystem!

The term " safety function" refers to any of the four functions (A through D)
listed in these reporting criteria that are required during any plant mode or
accident situation as described or relied on in the plant safety analysis
report or required by the regulations.

A system must operate long enough to complete its intended. safety function as
defined in the safety analysis report. Reasonable operator actions to correct
minor problems may be considered; however, heroic actions and unusually
perceptive diagnoses, particularly during stressful situations, should not be
assumed. If a potentially serious human error is made that could have
prevented fulfillment of a safety function, but recovery factors resulted in
the error being corrected, the error is still reportable.

Both offsite electrical power (transmission lines) and onsite emergency power
(usually diesel are considered to be. separate functions by GDC 17.
I fie l theE6'f filtg e n e rato r s ) 6ns itE? 6msFysheyJ6WEi9 ssuniVallibTeitsithi? plinte7pbWinorf.
(Ke;tcomphts1fildst Missisireportable regardlissMEWhethsnthefbther
system tiFavailabl' G)GOCil7/definssithe?safetyifunstishYofseabhisystem fis -e
Pr6 id.in_ghuffibientjcapacity|jMhapibjli,tygstGQssiim@Qhatithe@thett

" 48 FR 33854, July 28,1983.
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esse.n,tial-{spitchgpadbtisses? ' ~ ~lhffsits16ssFTsh'otildibpditMin6dfat?iths
systeisil5?hotsWhilabish ?L6is%f ~~ ~' "' ' ' ' ' ' " ~ ' ' ~"

'

.As indicated in the Statement of Considerations:wp
"The Commission recognizes that th application of this and other'

paragraphs.of this section involv the use of engineering judgment. In -

this case, a technical' judgment m st be made whether'a failure or. 1
operator action that did actually disable one train of a' safety system,
could have, but did not, affect a redundant train within'the ESF system.-
If so, this would constitute an event.that "could have prevented" the
fulfillment of a safety function,' and, accordingly, must be reported.

If a component fails.by an apparently random mechanism it may or may not
be reportable'if the functionally redundant component could fail- by the
same mechanism. Reporting is required if the failure constitutes a
condition where there is reasonable doubt that the functionally
redundant train or channel would remain operational until it completed ~
its safety function or is repaired. For example, if a pump in one train
of an ESF system fails because of improper lubrication, and engineering
judgment indicates that there is a reasonable expectation that the
functionally redundant pump in the other train, which was also
improperly lubricated, would have also failed before it completed its
safety function, then the actual failure is reportable and the potential
failure of the functionally redundant pump must be discussed in-the LER.

For systems that include three or more- trains, the failure of two or
more trains should be reported if, in the judgment of the~ licensee, the
functional capability of the overall system was~ jeopardized.""

and:

" Finally, the Commission recognizes that the licensee may also;use '

engineering judgment to decide when personnel actions could.have
prevented fulfillment of a safety function. For example, when an-
individual improperly operates or maintains a component, he might
conceivably have made the same error'for all of the functionally
redundant components (e.g., if he incorrectly calibrates one bistable' "

amplifier in the Reactor Protection System, he could conceivably
incorrectly calibrate all bistable amplifiers). However, for an event
to be reportable it is necessary that the actions actually affect or
involve components in more than one train or channel of a safety system,
and the result of the actions must be undesirable from the-perspective
of protecting the health and safety of the public. The components can
be functionally redundant (e.g, two: pumps in:different trains) or not
functionally redundant (e.g., the operator correctly stops a pump in

,

"48 FR 33854 and 48 FR 33858, July 26, 1983.
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L.1 a failure'of:aLsystem used only to warn the operator where no credit is;~

.taken for.it'in any safety analysis'and'.it;does;not directly control:anyL
'

~ f the safety functions.in the criteria-o

e' . a single. stuck control rod that-alone would not have prevented the~ ,

fulfillment.of a reactor shutdown

unrelated component failures in severa1Ldifferent safety ' systems.

The applicability of these criteria includes those safety: systems-designed to_ ,
mitigate the consequences of an' accident (e.g. containment isolation,'

. emergency filtration). Hence, minor operational' events involving 'aispecific :
component such as valve' packing leaks,' which could be considered a lackL of. .. 4

control of radioactive material, should not be reported under this--paragraph.

sections of the rules.gimilar events may, however, be reportable under other;System leaks or other

hg}Examples

(1) FailtIreofaSingle-TrainSystemPreventingAccidentMitigationand-
Residual Heat Removal

When the licensee was preparing to run a surveillance test, a high --
'

- pressure coolant injection (HPCI) flow controller was found inoperable;
therefore, the licensee declared the HPCI system inoperable. The plant
entered a technical 1 specification requiring-that the automatic-
depressurization~,~ low _ pressure coolant injection,c core 1 spray, and-

. ' isolation condenser. systems remain operable during:the= 7-day LCO- or the --

- plant had to be_ shut down. The licensee made an ENS notification within ,

28 minutes and a followup call after the amplifier.on the _HPCI flowl
- transmitter was fixed and the HPCI returned to operability?
.

As discussed above, the loss of a single train safety system such as BWR
HPCI is reportable.

~
~

(2) Failure of a Single-Train Non-Safety. System

2' N E I '- '*"7'"'"i*'"**"E.. 3N.55. . 5; Nil .IS
. ..3 .m 6.un.

At our plant,_RCIC is not a " safety system" in that we assume'no credit'

for its operation' in our safety analysis. Are failures and
- "

unavailability. of this system reportable?'

,

-

* 48 FR 33854, July 26, 1983.7
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.An'swer:

If RCIC is not considered to be an ESF, then its actuation is not
reportable under 50.73(a)(2)(iv). However, ifLthe plant's safety-
analysis considered RCIC as a system needed to remove residual heat
4.g., it n indwkd h th; TPi=1 Sp=ifintic=}; then its failure hfk
is reportable under 50.73(a)(2)(v). If the RCIC-is' covered under a-
Technical Specification surveillance test-requirement, then an LER is
required under 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) if the Technical Specification is-
viol ated.

k3) Failure of a Single-Train Environmental System

o,.ou4n h ,4a3nco 4m mnen in- - - -- - m -- 7 n gernecoa p
' '

tho fniinwlyrit= tick

There are a nu f nvironmental' systems in a p1 dealing with'such.
things as low level was e.g., gaseous radwas anks). Many of these
systems are not required to t the single ure criterion so a
single failure results in the lo of fun on of the system.. Are all
of these systems covered within the of the LER rule?

Answer:

If such systems are requir by Technical Specifica s to be
operational then syste evel failures -are reportable, the system is
not covered by Tech al Specifications and is not required etx the
single failure Spt erion, then the system does not perform a "sa ety
function" in Affe context of the LER rule and failures of the: system are

_
not ' reportable.

(4) Loss of_Onsite Emergency Power by Multiple Equipment Inoperability and
Unavailability

During refueling, one emergency diesel generator (EDG) in a two train
system was out of service for maintenance. The second EDG was declared
inoperable when it failed its surveillance test.

An ENS notification is required and an LER is required. As addressed in
the Discussion section above, loss of either the onsite power system or-
the offsite power system is reportable under this criterion.

(5) Procedure Error Prevents Reactor Shutdown Function

The unit was in mode 5 (95 *F and 0 psig;.before initial criticality)
and a post-modification test was in progress on the train ~A reactor
protection system (RPS), when the operator observed that both train _A-
and B source range detectors were disabled. During post-modification
testing on train A RPS, instrumentation personnel placed the train B _
input error inhibit switch in the inhibit position. With both trains'
input error inhibit switches in the inhibit position, source range
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detector. voltage was disabled. The input error inhibit' switch was-
immediately returned to the normal position and a caution'was added to
appropr.iate plant instructions.

This-event is reportable because disabling the source range detectors
could have prevented fulfillment of the safety function to| shutdown the
reactor.

(6) Failure of the Overpressurization Mitigation System

The RCS was overpressurized on two occasions during startup following a
refueling outage because the overpressure mitigation system (OMS) failed.
to operate. The reason that the OMS failed to operate was that one
train was out of service for maintenance and a pressure transmitter was
isolated and a summator failed in the actuation circuit on the other-
train.

The event is reportable because the OMS failed to perform its safety,
function.

(7) Loss of Salt Water Cooling System and Flooding in Saltwater Pump Bay

During maintenance activities on the south saltwater pump, the licensee
was removing the pump internals from the casing when flooding of the
pump area' occurred. The north saltwater pump was secured to prevent.-
pump damage.

The event is reportable because of the failure of the saltwater cooling-
system, which is the ultimate heat sink for the. facility, to perform its
safety function.

(8) Maintenance Affecting Two Trains

, 9 cur :d hh' '. m ;eu; guid:r.cc 2r, *"'"IC 1022, Suppl = r.t 1, Questic" 7 '"

the felle ing Mued err:

Some-clarification is needed for events or conditions that alone "could
have" prevented the fulfillment of a system safety function.

Answer:-

" Events or conditions" generally involve operator actions and/or
component failures that could have prevented the functioning of a' safety
system. For example, assume that a surveillance test is run on a
standby pump and it seizes. ' The pump is disassembled and.found to
contain the wrong lubricant. The redundant pump is disassembled and-it
also has the same wrong lubricant. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that~
the second pump would have failed if it had been challenged. 'However,
the second pump and, therefore, the system did not actually fail because
the second' pump was never challenged. Thus, in this case,.because of
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the use of the wrong lubricant, the system "could have" or:"would have".

failed.

' (9) Oversized Breaker Wiring L_ugs
.

orevi;u: guidrre '9UREC 1022, Exempk C M, dinuc=d th: 'fci k;i ng (|e)-

e 4 + , . m.
.

During testing of 480 volt safety-related breakers, one breaker would'

not trip electrically. Investigation revealed that one wire of the-
pigtail on the trip coil, although still in.its lug, was so: loose that
there was no electrical connection.~ The loose connection-was due to the
fact that the-pigtail lug was too large (No 14-16 AWG), whereas the
pigtail wire was 4bt 20 AWG. A No.18-22 lug is the acceptable industry .

standard for a No.;20 AWG wire. .

blo.y
' Since the trip coils were supplied ' pre-wired, all- safety-related-

breakers utilizing the trip coil were inspected. All other. breakers
inspected had 14-16 AWG lugs. No lugs were found with looseLelectrical
connections. Nevertheless, all No. 14-16 AWG~ lugs-were replaced with
acceptable industry Standard No1 18-22 AWG lugs.

Comment:

The event is reportable because the incompa+.ible pigtails and lugs could
i have caused one or more safety systems to fail to perform their. intended

function [50.73(a)(2)(v)).

(10) Contaminated Hydraulic Fluid Degrades MSIV Operation

"" REG-M22, Ext.mple C 40, discuand dm iviivwing ho)Dre"deur guidanco in

24 + n o i n n ._

During a routine shutdown, the operator noted that the #11 MSIV closing
time appeared to be excessive. A subsequent test revealed the #11 MSIV-m shut within the required time, however, the #12'MSIV closing time
exceeded the maximum at-7.4 sec. Contamination of the hydraulic fluid
in the valve actuation system had caused the _ system's check valves .to
stick and delay the transmission of hydraulic pressure to the actuator.
Three more filters will be purchased providing supplemental filtering
for each MSIV. Finer filters will be used in pump suction filters-to
remove the fine contaminants. The #12 MSIV.was repaired and returned to
service. Since the valves were not required for operation at the time
of discovery, the safety of the public was not affected.

Comments:

The event is reportable because a single condition could have prevented
fulfillment of a safety function [50.73(a)(2)(v)].
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The fact that the condition was discovered when the valves were not
required for operation does not affect the reportability of-the
condition.

(11) Diesel Generator Lube Oil Fire Hazard

TN you4cus 9aidence in NUREC 10:0, Emph C 20, disce::cd the - ho)
N % 4q cituation

'

,

While performing a routine surveillance test. of the emergency diesel
generator, a small fire started due to lubricating oil leakage from the
exhaust manifold. The manufacturer reviewed the incident and determined-
that the oil was accumulating in the exhaust manifold due to leakage-
originating from above the upper pistons of this vertically opposed-
piston engine. The oil remaining above the upper pistons after shutdown
leaked slowly down past the piston rings, into.the combustion space,
past-the lower piston rings, through the exhaust ports, and into the
exhaust manifolds. The exhaust manifolds became pressurized during the.
subsequent startup which forced the oil out through leaks in the exhaust
manifold gaskets where it was ignited.

Similar events occurred previously at this plant. In these previous
cases, fuel oil accumulated in the exhaust manifold due to extended.
operation under "no load" conditions. Operation under loaded conditions
was therefore required before shutdown in order to burn off any
accumulated oil.

Comments:

The event is not reportable if the fire did not. pose a threat to the
plant (i.e., it only affected a single component) [50.73(a)(2)(x)].

The event would be reportable if it ~ demonstrates a design, procedural,
or equipment deficiency that could have prevented' the fulfillment of a
safety function (i.e., if the redundant diesels are of similar design
and, therefore, susceptible to the same problem) [50.73(a)(2)(v)].-

(12) Generic Setpoint Drift

v Rad;us guidcacc in N" REG-lGZ2, Euylu C-0, . disca::cd +" (gQe

fc!b Liv ..tu& ties:!

*With the plant in steady state operation at 2170 MWt and while
performing a Main Steam Line Pressure Instrument Functional Test
and Calibration, a switch was.found to actuate'at 853 psig. -The-

~

Tech Specs limit is 825 +15 psig. head correction. . The redundant
switches were operable. The cause of the occurrence was setpoint-

~

drift. The switch was'recalibrated and tested successfully per
HNP-2-5279, Barksdale Pressure Switch Calibration, and returned to
service.
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g This is a repetitive event as reported in one previous LER. A-

generic review revealed that these type switches.are used on otherD

-safety' systems and that this type switch is subject to. drift. ~An--
investigation will continue as to why these switches drift, and if-

e necessary, they will be replaced.

Comments:

E_ The event is not reportable due to the drift of a single pressure
switch.

<

The event is reportable if it is indicative of a generic and/or
repetitive problem with this type of switch which is used in
several safety systems [50.73(a)(2)(v) or (viii)].

g . In 2dditica, """2C 1022, Suppicmunt 1, Ouc;ticr, 7.22 prd'!!ded +he-
fa11~5;; cla ;i;uadun. {

Eir 'a 1 if: 1 e . .

Are setpoint driftp ara,,to be reported if they perienced more. K:;

than once? g *g are
,

pp,rh cu%r stuMAnswer:

The independent failure (e.g., excessive setpoint drift) of a
single pressure switch is not reportable unless it alone could'

have :aused a system to fail to fulfill . its safety function, or is
indicative of a generic problem that ce"!d Sie resulted in the .(Top
failure of more than one switch and thereby cause one'or more
systems to fail to fulfill their safety function.

f'(13) Maintenance Affecting Only One Train

Previous guidance in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1, Question 7.21 posed the
following situation:

Suppose the wrong lubricant was installed in one pump,- but the pump in ,

the other train was correctly lubricated. Is this reportable?

Answer:

Engineering judgement is required to decide if the lubricant could have
been used on the other pump, and, therefore, the system function would
have been lost. If the procedure called'for testing of the first pump-
before maihtenance was performed on the second pump and testing clearly.-
identified the error, then the error would not.be reportable. However,-
if the procedure called for the wrorig lubricant- and eventually both
pumps would have been improperly lubricated, and the problem was only
discovered when the first pump was actually challenged and failed, .then
the error would be reportable. ,

b -
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[(14) Conditions Observed While ' System Out of Service->

y p;;Q h;-'

rrix; #:nr G 'NHDR19??, N77];rnt 1, ^ ;[t b7, 7
- -- a

' - '

fal l awi a; ritrtirr:- '
.

.
Suppose during: shutdown we are doing maintenance ~on'both SI pumps,.which

-

- >.

are .not required to be operational. Is this reportable?- While '

shutdown,: suppose I identify or observe something that would cause the?t' SI pumps -not to _ be operational at power. _ Is1this reportable?' -

L_
Answer: .

.
T

Removing both SI pumps from service to do maintenance is not'reportablej - j;
if the.resulting system configuration is not prohibited by;the plant's - 1

technical specifications'. However, if a sit 1ation-is discovered during=
il ' maintenance tha.t could have caused both pumpi to, fail,;(e.g.,ithey fare n

' both improperly lubricated) then that condition _is reportable even . _ j
~

though the pumps were not required to be' operational at'the' time that a-

the condition was discovered. As another example, suppose the scram i
breakers'were. tested during shutdown conditions,'andiit was'found that
for more than-one' breaker, opening times were in excess of those .. _

~

',

specified, or that:UV trip attachments were inoperative. Such potential, ,

'

generic problems- are reportable in an LER. ;,

'

S: (15) Diesel Generator Bearing Problems

1

, UDuring the. annual, inspection of one standby diesel generatordthe lower . ,

crankshaft thrustDbearing and adjacent'mainfbearing weretfoundLwiped|on.

the journal surface. The. thrust bearing _was also- found;to have La;small" + .

crack from the~ main oi_1 supply'line across the journalJsurface:to the! ,

thrust surface- Inspection of the second,-redundant standbygdiesel' . 8
generator annual inspe' tion; revealed similar problems. w hm p w th. ._ ;c

_

g, yY
'

di:::1: wera eper:bl; ;t tht ti : if ;L seille-o, mot;r.ded ;;;r.L uu
ca**ecth e~2ctiG wu id nave,rn uiLed.in usesany f;il r! .withnnt f 7

The' event.-is reportable because althnunh'hnt h A4M!: d;' ;;;r;b;;,
there was reasonableLdoubt that-both diesels would::have'. remained:
operable.until they completed their-safety function if called _upon.

(16) Potential Loss of High Pressure Coolant Injection' -
,

I
During normal ~ refueling leak testing of the' upstream. containment '.

isolation check valve on the High Pressure Coolant' Injection (HPCI))
steam exhaust,.the discLof the non-containment isolation check valve was , ,

e found lodged-in downstream piping. This mightihave prevented HPCI from?
- functioning-if-the disc had blocked the line. HPCI was operable with

'

.the disc. lodged in'the non-blocking position. The event was' caused by y't.

* '

fatigue failure of a disc pin. -

.
,

|

f:
i-
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The event is reportable because the HPCI could have been prevented from "

performing its safety function. In addition, the event is reportable if
the fatigue failure is indicative of a common-mode failure.

$17) Defective component Delivered but not Installed q(sa)
The vious guidance in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1. uestion 7.19, '

discuss he following situation:

How should a plan eport a defective co nent that was delivered, but
not installed?

Answer:

A single defective compo t would not erally be reportable (assuming
that the problem has generic implication A generic problem or a
number of defectiv omponents would probably c itute a condition
that could have evented fulfillment of a safety fu e on, and,'if so, ,

would be re abl e . Engineering judgment is required t termine if
the defe could have escaped detection prior to installati and

opera - n. As a minimum, any generic problem may be reported as a
voluntary LER. In addition, such a condition may be reportable under 10
CFR Part 21. J

' '-
y -_

s,-

I (18) Operator inaction or Wrong Action
-

54}
Previous guidance in NUREG-1022, Supplement 1, Question 7.25,-posed the
following situation:

In some systems ed to control the release of * ioactivity, a detector

controls certain e ent. In other syste , a monitor is present and'

the operator is require initiate ac ' n under certain conditions.
The operator is not " wired" Ar ailures of the operator to act
reportable?

Answer:

Yes. The opera may be viewed as a " component'Thus,ytt is an integral,
t

and frequeny essential, part of a " system." if an event or
conditigefneets the criterion specified in 50.73 for reporting, it-is to
be reported regardless of the initiating cause (i.e., whether an
equipment, procedure, or personnel error is involved). J

(19) Results of Analysis

4rreicus ;sideiAc in NUREG4022, Supplement 4 Qustien ,. , viacu.acu lOf
thu fuiiuwin3 aituetien.
A number of criteria indicate that they apply to actual situations only
and not to potential situations identified as a result of analysis;'yet,
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'(18) Inadvertent Intermption of Shutdown Decav Heat Removal '

' The service water pump cooling the inservice Residual Heat Removal (RHR) heat exchangeri
^

being used for decay heat removal was inadvertently manually secured from the control room :
by an operator. Operator action would be required to restore ' pump operation.' Operator :-

'

.

action would also be required to initiate operation of the available redundant' shutdown!
cooling loop. Reactor operators routinely monitored the vessel temperature at fifteen minute =
intervals and an alarm would have sounded in the' control room if the vessel temperature :

.

reached 180 degrees (below the maximum temperature at which the system could' perform its L
.4

~

safety function). (n this case, the operators noted the temperature rise as part of their routine
.

~

monitoring and rt :stablished operation of the secured pump prior to reaching the alarm ~ ^

setpoint.

Engineering judgment is required to decide if the operator's actions lead to a condition which -

alone could have prevented the fulfdiment of a safety function enumerated in these provisions - .

4-

[50.73(a)(2)(v) and.(vi)]. Given the existence of reliable control mechanisms (routine
monitoring of temperatures and operating alarms), there would n91 be a reasonable -
expectation that fulfillment of the safety function would be prevented. Thus, it was -

,

reasonable to expect that the operators would have, as they were, alerted to the condition to <[
' "

permit tinely restoration of pump operation, Accordingly, this condition is not reportable.

,
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'other criteria -address ("could'have." When do; the 'resultsiof? analysis.~

have to be reported?. .

, :' *
'

An'swer:
<

The: results 'need onlyito be reported if 'the. applicable criterion!
requires ~ the reporting of conditionsLthat :"could have'| causedia problem. . a
However, others have' a need to'know about potential: problems 1that are- ~

''

not' reportable;.thus,.such. items may be reported-asta voluntary LER.
a

?)citier '.2, di;;.;;;d ; {|g) ,s' - (20) {{gvjgg,; ;gij gjg_,|7.[..fj{.EC 1022; Supala=^a+
1'

..

...........,3 .._ _ . . .

Utilities are not required to analyze for system" interactions,;yet the
rule requires the reporting of events that "could have" happened butididi .

H not. Are we to initiate a design activity to determine "could 'have" *|
>

system interactions? .

'

n

Answer:

- No. Report system interactions that you find as a result of ongoing- -

.

routine activities (e.g., the analysis of operating events).
.i

. .g ,
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I3:3.4 Common-Cause Failures of Independent Trains'or Channels.w .

J

10 CFR.50.72 550.73(a)(2)(vii)--

m
[No corresponding Part 50.72 Licensees shall report: "Any event '
requirement.j where a single cause or condition .

>

caused at-least one independent
train or. channel to become.

E^ inoperable .in multiple systems .or
two independent trains or channels.
to become inoperable:in a single.,

* -

system designed to:
(A) Shut down the reactor'and'
maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(B) Remove residual heat;
(C) Control the release of
radioactive material; cr

(D) Mitigate the consequences of an
accident."

Licensees are required to report a common-cause failure as an LER within'30
days.

Discussion

This criterion requires those events to be reported where a single cause
caused a component or group of components to become. inoperable .in redundant or

independent portions (sind$d5%ith's36BmE6HT6 sus)cof- one:or more systems ~ having-
:

i.e. trains.or channels
a safet function. In sifiildFsfaMeMalfuhefib#s . ,

fVsMine'izatf66/
caused? yEsuch7fsetorsiasihighiambientstempeFatsreij%heatsp; jf@stendncohect .inadequate 4rsientivermaistenanceWollicontiminationiofMir
l ubri cation gusej ofinonqual i fisdj)ompnentyogmapfidtsrisgso esignipaws% (.551

An event or failure' that results in or involves theLfailure of independentc
portions of more than.one train or channel in the same or different systems is
reportable. For example, if a'cause or condition. caused components.in-Train-
"A" and "B" of a single system to become inoperable, even if additional 1 trains
(e.g., Train "C") were still available, the event'must be reported. In.
addition, if the cause'or condition caused components in Train "A" of one;
system and in Train "B" of another system (i.e., train that is. assumed in the ,

. safety analysis to be independent) to become inoperable, the event must be.
reported. However, if a cause or condition caused: components in Train "A" of.

-

one system and Train "A" of another system'(i.e., trains that are not assumed-
'in the safety analysis to be independent), the'' event need not.be reported .

'

unless it meets one or more of the'other reporting criteria.

A ca rw vu o w A o v ece. Ed I4 r ft>r Q w re o{. vw o re 4kem one hI

u vw p ose. nt ud 64-3 n Atu.re- tJ JvcA ht Atf*- b A-'
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3.3.5' Airborne or Liquid Effluent Release
'

p

950.72(b)(2)(iv)' 950.73(a)(2)(viii)-g
p
L Licensees. shall report: Licensees shall' report:

.

(A) Any airborne radioactive release (A).Any. airborne radioactivitym
.

._

gQ -that, when averaged over a time. release.that, when averaged over a
period of 1-hour, results in . timeperiodof-1-hour, result,e, din-
concentrations in unrestricted area airborne radionuclide. concentrations
that exceed 2 times the applicable in an unrestricted area that ~ exceeded ..

concentration limits specified in 2 tT5Ies the applicable concentratior '

Appendix B to @s20.1-20.601, table of the limits specified in Appendix
11,~ column 1, of-Part 20 of this B, table II of Part 20 of this

chapter, or, for licensees chapter,' or, for . licensees
implementing the provisions of implementing .the provisions of
9520.1001-20.2401 of this chapter, ss20.2001-20.2401 of this chapter,

exceedeo 20 times the applicable (5 Q .20 times the applicable e

concentration specified in Appendix concentration 11,g1.14 specified in
~

B to ss20.1001-20.2401, table 2, Appendix B to 9920.101-20-2401,-
column 1, of Part 20 of this table 2, column'l.of Part 20 to this-

chapter, chapter.
(B) Any -liquid effluent release that B) AnyLliquid. effluent release that,
when averaged over a time period of when averaged over a time period of
1-hour, exceeds 2 times the limiting 1-hour, exceeded 2 times.the
combined concentration limits in limiting combined concentration
Appendix B to 9920.1-20.601, table limits in' Appendix B to 9520.1-
II, column 2 (see note 1 to Appendix 20.601,. table II,; column 2-(see note-
B to SQ20.1-20.601), or, for 1 to Appendix-8 to ss20.1-20.601),- I

licensees implementing the nr, for licensees implementing the
~

provisions of ss20.101-20.2401 of provisions of ss20._1001-20.2401 of
this chapter,-exceeds 20 times the this chapter, exceeds 20 times the-
applicable concentration specified. applicable. concentration specified
in Appendix B to 5520.1001-20401, in Appendix B to ss20.1001-20.1401,
table 2, column 2, of part .20 of table 2, column 2 of Part 20 of this.

this chapter, at the point of entry chapter at the point of entry into
into the receiving waters (i.e., .the receiving waters (i.e.,

Continued on next page.
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$50.72(b)(2)(iv) continued .550.73(a)(2)(viii)' continued

unrestricted area) for all unrestricted area) for all
radionuclides except tritium and radionuclides except tritium and
dissolved-noble gases. (Immediate dissolved noble gases.
_ notifications made under th m
paragraph also satisfy the_ 950.73(a)(2)(ix)
7ecuirements of paragraphs (al(2)
'anc (b)(2) of 520.403 of this _ Reports submitted to the Commission ( .

cnapter, or, for licensees imole- in accordance with paragraph
menting the Drovisinne nf Sg?n inn 1. -(a)(Z)(viii) of this section also-
tu.2401, 5520.2202 of this chaoter.) meet the effluent release recortinQ

--

requirements of 420.405(a)(lifv) of
this chapter, or, for licensees
implementing the provisions of_
992u.luvi-tu.49ul, 920.2203(a)(3) of
tnis cnapter.

If not reported under $50.72(a) or (b)(1), licensees are required to report
such airborne or liquid effluent releases as defined in the regulations above
to the NRC via the ENS as soon as practical and in all cases within 4 hours of
the event. Licensees are required to submit an LER within 30 days.

Discussion

Although similar to 10 CFR 20.403 (20.2202) and 20.405 (20.2203), these-
criteria place a lower threshold for reporting events at commercial power
reactors because the significance _ of the breakdown of the licensee's program
that allowed such a release is the primary concern, rather than the
significance of the effect of the actual release.

For a release that takes less than I hour, normalize the release to I hour
(e.g., if the release lasted 15 minutes, divide by 4). For releases that
lasted more than 1 hour, use the highest release for My continuous-60-minute -

period (i.e., comparable to a moving average).

Annual average meteorological data should be used for determining offsite
airborne concentrations of radioactivity to maintain consistency with the
technical specifications (TS) for reportability thresholds.

The location used as the point of release for calculation purposes should be
determined using the expanded definition of an unrestricted area as specified
in NUREG-0133 (" Preparation of Radiological Effluent Technical- Specifications
for Nuclear Power Plants," October 1978) to maintain consistency with the TS.

If:estiinates?detsrminIIthat[the7elsisRhjsfsidhidsdijh|sWiii6F tydf6F;ififfR
an ENSfhoti.ficationfisgequiredMf611 owed;up]byfapngreqprecise{testimatelinjithe;
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. Iroutine7epoFt's of effluentirelease~s"t6~other agencies
"

Press Release

& The NRC has an obligation to inform the public about issues'within the NRC's'
purview that affect or raise a concern about the public: health and_ safety. >

Thus,. the NRC needs accurate, detailed information in a-timely manner.
regarding such situations. The NRC should be-aware of information that is
available for the press or other government. agencies.

.

However, the NRC-need not be notified of every press release a licensee
issues. The field:of NRC interest.is narrowed by the phrase "related to the
health and safety of the public or onsite personnel, orL protection:of the
environment," in order to exclude administrative matters or those events of no
safety significance, g3gg g gjg ,, 4

If a particular effluent release has safety significanceker 4r e7::t d.to gg
nonernta nnh14r, mnAin nr nthor ananev attontien 3: ; 7;y;]; ;7 b;,,g ,,,;7;;! ..

nr ahnnr u l, then r " x dict: notification to the NRC would be' warranted.

Reut!ae :disti rele:::: cr: et specifically -apa-t91: _,,L , J, o

u m-uor. if a reinna reca4voc md! :ttr,t h,,, a , h; b :

ari tcri er, e

raperhble mde- + hie cr4+arien

If possible, licensees should'make an ENS notification before issuing.a press :
release because news media representatives will usually contact the NRC public
aff airs officer shortly after its issuance for verification,- explanation, or
interpretation of the facts.

~

Other Government ~ Notifications .

For reporting purposes, "other government agencies" refers to local, State.or
other Federal agencies.

.

Notifying another Federal agency does not relieve the licensee of the
requirement to report to the NRC.

For those plants which provide a State incident response facility with alarm
indication coincident with control room alarms, e.g., an effluent radiation.
monitor alarm, but the actual radiation release is.less than the criteria in
550.72(b)(2)(iv), the NRC does not consider these alarm indications as a
notification to .the State by the licensee. An alarm received at a State
facility is in itself not a requirement for notifying the NRC. In so far as .

this reporting criterion'is concerned,.the licensee need only notify the NRC:
b when the licensee determines that a reportable release has occurred, or-
L believes a real, potential. exists for interest on the part of the State, the
L

media, or the public, or a press release is being planned.

Second Draft,. -
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. Routine reports to a local, State, or Federal agency. that do not involve an
event or situation, related to the health and. safety of the public or on-site
personnel, or protection of the environment needs to be reported to the NRC
only when that matter get escalated to a " news release" of a " situation".

Examples

(1) Onsite Drowning Government Notifications and Press Release

A boy fell into the discharge canal while fishing 'and failed to
resurface. The licensee notified the local' sheriff, State Police, U.S.

Coast Guard and. State emergency agencies. Local news agencies-'were
granted onsite access for coverage of the event. The licensee notified.

the NRC resident inspector.

As ENS notification is needed because of the fatality on-site, the other-
government notifications made, and media involvement.

(2) Licensee Media Inquiries Regarding NRC Findings

As a result of a local newspaper article regarding the findings of an
NRC regional inspection of the 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Fire
Protection Program, a licensee representative was interviewed on local '

television and radio stations. The licensee notified State officials
and the NRC resident inspector.

The7 staff fdoe s inoticon si de6 adEENSiiisti fintissR6TbsTnesdsd: b~dEsUssiths
subject #ff thel radi.ojandjTV]ipterv[eW@as@NjtChihsp'ection] ~ '''(~

I (3) local Government Notification

k (sa).'
.

The lice) contacted the local fire department w small trash bag
in the containm 11 ding was ignited by we g sparks. The fire was-
extinguished within 4 mi its dis ry'and did not result in any
damage to plant equipment. The loc e artment responded but did

en-exQnguished.-not enter the plant site becaus e ' fire ha n

An ENS notification i eded because the local fire department was-
notified in res to an event related to the health and safety of on-
site personnel.

[

(4) County Government Notification

The licensee informed county governments and other organizations of a
spurious actuation of several emergency response sirens in a county (for
about 5 minutes according to county residents). The licensee also
planned to issue a press release.

An ENS notification is needed because county agencies were. notified
regarding the inadvertent actuation of part of.the public notification
system. Such an event also would be reportable if the county informs

Second Draft,
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5 LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS ,

This section discusses the guidelines for preparing and submitting-LERs.
Section.5.1 addresses administrative requirements and provides guidelines for
submittals; Section 5.2 addresses the requirements and guidelines for the LER
content. -Portions of the rule are quoted, followed by explanation, if
necessary. A copy of the required LER form-(NRC Form 366), LER Text-

Continuation form (NRC Form 366A), and LER Failure Continuation form (NRC-Form
3668), are shown at the end of this-section. The use of LER information and-

the review programs associated with LERs are explained in Appendix C.

5.1 LER Reportina Guidelines

This section addresses administrative requirements and provides guidelines for
submittals. Topics. addressed include submission of reports, forwarding'

letters, cancellation of LERs, report legibility, reporting exemptions,
reports other than LERs that use LER forms, supplemental information, revised
reports, and general instructions for completing LER forms.

5.1.1 Submission of LERs

950.73(d)

" Licensee Event Reports must be prepared on Form NRC 366 and submitted
within 30 days of discovery' of a reportable event 'or situation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-as specified in 650.4." -

'

.5c<tvede- #
AnLERistobesubmittey(maied)within30daysofthediscoverydate'. If a r .

30-day period ends on aksunday or holiday, reports' submitted on the first * (,0) .
working day following the end of the 30 days are ~ acceptable. 'If a licensee

~

knows that a report will be late or needs an additional day or so to complete .

the report, the situation should be discussed with the appropriate NRC
regional office. See Section 2.11 for further' discussion of discovery date.

5.1.2 LER Forwarding Letter and Cancellations

Tie cover letter forwarding an LER to the NRC should'be signed by al
responsible official. There is no prescribed. format for the-letter. The date
the letter is issued and the report date should be the same. -Licensees are
encouraged to include the NRC' resident inspector and the Institute of Nuclea'r .
Power Operations (INPO) in their distribution. Multiple LERs can be forwarded
by one forwarding letter.

. Second Draft,
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immediately below the block. Also give a sequential LER number to the-
voluntary report as noted in Section 5.2.4(5).

-5.1.6 Supplemental Information and Revised LERs

f, 650.73(c)
n

"The Commission may require the licensee to submit specific additional"

information beyond that required by paragraph (b) of this section if the
Commission finds that supplemental material is necessary for complete
understanding of any unusually complex or significant event. These
requests for supplemental information will be made in writing and the
licensee shall submit, as specified in 950.4, the requested information as
a supplement to the initial LER."

This provision authorizes the NRC staff to require the licensee to submit
c

specific supplemental inforndion.

If an LER is incomplete at the time of original submittal or if it contains
significant incorrect information of a technical nature, the licensee should
use a revised report to provide the additional information or to correct
technical errors discovered in the LER. Identify the revision to the original
LER in the LER number as described in Section 5.2.4(5).

The revision should be complete and should not contain only supp?ementary or
revisec' information to the previaus LER because the revised LER will replace
the )revious re In addition, indicate-in the text-
oMt feiLERff% port in the computer file.thesev i ssif % ssph[emen{sfy}inf6Fmati on]by]hl asQglaliif ttEalL
linelinLthatmargin<

,

If an LER mentions tha. an engineering study was being conducted, report'the
results of the study in a revised LER only if it would significantly change
the reader's perception of the course, significance, implications, or
consequences of the event or if it results in substantial changes in the
corrective action planned by the licensee.

Use revisions only to provide additional or-corrected information about.a
reported event. Do not use a revision to report subsequent failures of the
same or like component, except as permitted in 10 CFR 50.73. Some licensees

i have incorrectly used revisions to report new events that~were discovered
months after the original event because they were loosely related to the
original event. These revisions had different event dates and discussed new,
although similar, events. Report events of this type as new LERs and not:as
revisions to previous LERs.

if a q .tericr. fer -annrtahili+y use dedad ia 'te- '' af Hof em._ 35; ; ,3
- -

[ hvor 4+ my ae+orminea +k3t ether regire ent me ;;, m;o, ; 7;m d egg
shnnl ei ho' enhmil.ted When a voluntary LER is submitted and later it.was

)
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immediately below the block. Also give a sequential LER number to the
voluntary report as noted in Section 5.2.4(5).

5.1.6 Supplemental Information and Revised LERs

550,73(c)

"The Commission may require the licensee to submit specific additional
information beyond that required by paragraph (b) of this section if the

' Commission finds that supplemental material is necessary for complete
understanding of any unusually complex or significant. event. These
requests for supplemental information will be made in writing and the.
licensee shall submit, as specified in s50.4, the requested information as
a supplement to the initial LER."

'
,

This provision authorizes the NRC staff to require the licensee to submit
specific supplemental information.

If an LER is incomplete at the time of original submittal or if it contains
significant incorrect information of a technical nature, the licensee should
use a revised report to provide the additional information or to correct
technical errors discovered-in the LER. Identify the revision to the original
LER in the LER number as described in Section 5.2.4(5).

The revision should be complete and shuuld not contain only supplementary or
revised information to the previous LER because the revised LER will: replace -
the previous report in the computer file. In addition, indicate in the text
on ths'LER! form;theTresise'd orj.supplemsntafidsfoFinstioiilbdiscMajWrtjcal
lineiinithe margin.:

If an LER mentions that an engineering study was being conducted, report the
results of the study in a revised LER only if it would.significantly change
the reader's perception of the course, significance, implications, or
consequences of the event or if it results in substantial changes in tiie
corrective action planned by the licensee.

Use revisions only to provide additional or corrected information about a
reported event. Do not use a revision to report subsequent failures of the
same or like component, except as permitted in 10 CFR 50.73. Some licensees i

have incorrectly used revisions to report new events that were discovered
months after the original event because they were loosely related to the
original event. These revisions had different' event dates and discussed new,-
although similar, events. Report events of this. type as new LERs and not as
-revisions to previous LERs.

Qif u iterica fcr "annrt ah414n, use checkea 4- Itr 11 nr taor em-- m ;nd-_

12 tor 4t met aatorminoa thst ethe" r m ir rent & p-L ..., e rc'ci';cd M"-
shnnla ha whmittwL When a voluntary LER is submitted and later it was
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Reasonable and credible alternative conditions may include normal plant
operating conditions, potential accident conditions, or additional component
failures, depending on the event. Normal alternative operating conditions and
off-normal conditions expected to occur during the life of the plant should be
considered. The intent of this section is to obtain the result of the
considerations that are typical in the conduct of routine operations, such as
event reviews, not to require extraordinary studies.

(4) Corrective Actions

550.73(b)(4)

The LER shall contain: "A description of any corrective actions planned as
a result of the event, including those to reduce the probability of similar
events occurring in the future." M d|%^^i 43

Eti o nfo r? enhirichmenfEthit?ighl ted ? ffomithe?esht".
~

Discuss (h41 riec ve
t'.!dFiftr;;ked X th;' -(bd)4h: ;;rpetiv;ihald im.idd;Lth c:WH"MtnR.t..lwhenitheicorrective~ ~licin54J'# nieinel cerr;;ti.e actieri ;y;t::....! Include

action $was for wil.1 Lbe : impl emented M The; terat *correcthelactions" fincludes .
bothithelactions)to rertoreitheisystem ortcomponentttoiserviceranditheVattions'

'

to preventirecurrencei:Dischss repairior^replacementiactichstasswellias.ithe_

actionsithit willWreduceithefprobabilityr ff atsimilar;eventtoccurringfinio
future,> ;For: example,1;"the pump wastrepairediandidiscussi6n ofithe. event 1wiis

''

included inithestraining: lectures."9 Another?exampleH "sithoughino"
'''' ~ ~

modification to?the ninstrumentiwas |deemedEnecessary;saicautioninote"wa; sip 1 aced
in:the calibration procedure for;thekinstrumentibeforettheistep~iin which>the

~' ' ~ '~ ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~" ^~

event wastinitiated."'' '
In addition to a description of any corrective actions planned as a result of
the event, describe corrective actions on similar or related components that
were done, or are planned, as a direct result of the event.. For example, if
pump 1 failed during an event and required corrective maintenance and that
same maintenance also was done on pump 2, so state.

I ffaT hbman"pepfofsiiideisijal hationNasipeFfsriidMi nEllide7 sisfitissutithsf? the
evaluationTwasiperforinediand fitst resul tsb (l.i sticorrsctiile? actionstadopted| by
managementnincl0 ding :organiistionalior# personnel?changesOf fitheicorrective
act ioM taken! includes? personnel : disci plinary~zacthnsK"do inoti' refeN~toi speci fid

''

~

i nd.ividual sibyghm.e( ' ~ '" ~ ~~ ' ~ " ~ ' "
~ ' ' ~ ''

so7stateMNotg%T6stFaitbETFconsultintTwas?by6sihCihitBEFsMQ~ ' hsiesentiIf 'an^JihdijMn ~ ~ ~ "

anyfpertinentiindustryjsupportedsstudiesi

If a study was conducted, and results are not available within the 30-day
period, report the results of the study in a revised LER if they result in
substantial changes in the corrective action planned. (See Section 5.1.6 for
further discussion of submitting revised LERs.)
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: (5) Previous occurrences'

950.73(b)(5)

The LER shall contain: Reference to any previous similar events at the"
;

same plant that are known to the. licensee."
w

~

The term " previous occurrences" should include previous events or conditions.

'

that involved the same. underlying concern or reason as this: eve ~nt,-such:as~the
dsame root cause, failure,.or sequence of events. -For infrequent events ~sucht

as fires, a rather' broad interpretation should be used (e.g., all fires 'and, 1
certainly, all fires in the same building should be considered. previous
occurrences). For more. frequent events such as ESF.actuations, a. narrower- '

' definition may be used (e.g.,- only those scrams with the| same root:cause)..

'The intent of the rule is to. identify generic or recurring problems. ;

TheiliceniseNhbuldTuse enginesring Jddgmentlt6;dsdidslow?fanbackLirstims/to-V

go, to/presentia$ reasonably) complete pictbrejof!the; cur:rentf problemE (The' . i _ ' ,

intentaisitolbe; able: toisee f at patternhin?recurrin ' F ratherlthan to get ;

;aEcomplets!10ho620yearLhistoryfofdtheisystem@gteventsIfsthes event (wa'sfa6high
' frequency; type"ofievent# 2 ?iears 5 backl may ' be ;more nthan[su f fici entkW "s. ((e3h j

.t

@ - y u u W 3-- W'a*C kA-<--Ad-rb 2;g--Wesmo t encorwant anmbn 44~
-

~

th6n thavrnnt"#2nen hme 1 ,
.

InLclddeitheILER?nhinbeF(s),sifiah)Mof!pFeF16sifsimiliFTesntsi ?IfXnoiFWiblis' l
simil ars event s loccurred U so istate M This deneittosi ncra ase tthefe f fici encyt and
effectivenessfoff theiLER resiewing#rodess) TIf'aiifeaflieF"svent's",- in ' ~~ '"

'

retrospect ie~re 'significant"in" relation to the subject event,t discuss why- g~ T
;- prior' corrective action did not prevent recurrence.

.:
(6) LER Text Continuation Sheet (NRC Form 366A)

Use one or more additional text continuation sheets of the LER Form 366A to
'

continue the narrative, if necessary. There is no limit on the number of
continuation sheets that may be included.

Drawings, figures, tables, photographs, and other aids may be included with -

the narrative to help readers understand-the event. If possible, provide the
aids on the LER-form (i.e., NRC Form 366A). In addition, care should Le taken

-to ensure that-drawings and' photographs are of sufficient quality to pe'rmit. '
.

-

legible reproduction and micrographic processing. Avoid oversized drawings
(i.e., larger than 8 1/2 x 11).
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5.2.4 Other Fields on the LER F'orm

(1) Facility Name (NRC Form 366. Item 1)

' Enter the name of the facility (e.g., Indian Point, Unit 1) at which the.even't -

occurred.- If the event involved more than one unit at a station, enter the a

name of the nuclear facility with' the lowest nuclear unit number (e.g., Three -

Mile Island, Unit 1).

- (2) Docket Number (NRC Form 366. Item 2)
'

,

Enter the: docket number (in 8-digit format) assigned to the unit. .For
example,.the docket number for Yankee-Rowe is 05000029.- Note the use of zeros-
in this example.

,

(3) Paae Number (NRC Form 366. Item 3)

Enter the total number of pages included (including . figures and tables. that
are attached to Item 17 Text)-in the LER package. For. continuation sheets,-

- :((,h jnumber the pages consecutively beginning with page 2. -The front side of-the
two-sided LER form, including the abstract and other data is pre-numbered.on
the form'as page 1 of __ ; the back side of the form actually starts page 2 -
and needs to be numbered.

(4) . Event Date (NRC Form 366. Item 5)

Enter the date on which.the event occurred in the six spaces provided.- There.

are two spaces for the month, two for the day, and two for the year,.in that
order. Use leading' zeros in'the first and third spaces when. appropriate. For
example, June 1,1987, would be properly entered as 060187. 'Use the discovery
date if the event date can not be clearly defined.

(5) Report Number (NRC Form 366. Item 6)-
,

The LER number consists of three parts: (a) the last two' digits of.the event-
year (based on event date), (b) the sequential report. number,- and (c) a ,

revision number. The numbering system is shown in the diagram below;1the
event occurred-in the. year'1991, it was the 45th event.of that year, and the-

~

submittal was the 1st revision to-the original LER for that event.
'

Event Sequential Revision
Year Report Number Number

^

0104591 --

Event Year: Enter the last two digits ~of the year in which-the ~ event-
occurred. For example, for events occurring in 1991 enter 91 in the spaces;
provided.

,

Seouential Report Number: As each reportable event is reported for a unit;
-

during the year, it is assigned'a sequential number. For example, for the'
.
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